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Holland City
HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, NOVEMBER

VOL. XX.
TV

is

seriously ill.

Tax

receipts supplied to township
A., Dealer In Furniture,
Carpets, Wall Paper, etc. Meyer. Brouwer treasurers, at the
office.
A Co's old st\nd, Rlrer 6t.

O

News

Publisher.

Fisk Famous Tennessee Jubilee
Opera House,

Hardware.

Singers—at Lyceum
dealersIn generalhardware. Monday evening,Nov.

VT ANTRR8 BROS.,
IV Steam and gaa fittings a specialty. No. 52
Rites of alvertlslng nude known on applica- Eighth street.

fTANDER VEEN, E., dealer in stoves, hardware, ontlery.etc. Tin and sheet iron ware.
Corner River aud Eighth streets.

16.

It cost the city of Detroit

tion.

“Ghondwkt and Newh" Steam Printing
House, Ulver Street, Holland. Mich.

not

about$1.00

for every vote cast at the lato election,

U,

1891.

NO.

Do not overlook the $6 cloak notice

cents.

fail to hear the lecture Tues-

of

I>.

bor was suspended

Grand Rapids .'10 cents, and Holland

^

Practical MachinistMill and
1
Engine Repairs a specialty. Shop on Seventh street, near River.

InfT
hrT'° PaT’
I Tl"'
and Mrs.Vbr.
C. eashaw,
on weK.h
thl
I

TTUNTLEY,

1

1

The Holland City News

,

Tobia^

JAM., Archi'ect,Builder and Constreet,
tractor. Office iu New Mill aud Factory on

by Rev. IL E. Bargelt,
Ellenger, of 1’et.aky, Mich., and
Amelia E. Geushaw.

Ui/
With the new steamboat line to MilTT'EYSTONl PLANING MILL. J. K Kleyn,
waukee and the opening of the C.
IV Proprietor,Architectand Builder, dealer iu
L. King factory a real estate inLamber.Lath, Shingles,aud Brick. Sixth
Charles Watson, an employe at the
* vesment will make money.
PHOENIX PLANING MILL. Scott A Scbuur- West Michigan Furniturefactory, had
man, Proprietors, dealer in lumber,lath,
If yon want a Lot, or a Homo, rail shinglesand brick. River street.
the misfortuneof losing a part of his
right thumb, Thursday, while operaton mo and see what I ran oITer.
Merchant Tailors.
ing one of the machines. Dr. WetJJRUSSE BROS., MerchantTailors.
C.
more attended the patient.
Holland, Mich., May 6, 1891.
The last issue of the Courier- Journal
Meat Markets.
contains the October proceedings of
IF YOU WILI4WRITETO
n® KRAKER A DE K08TER, dealers in all the board of iuiAervieors.We are sorry
River street.

,

'“t Qoodrlch ateamci of the
1#(t
d 1Uven for ch|

,

.

rp.

,

..

lhUmlH-v- TU,C,«“» U,C
traffic between Muskegon. Grand Ha-

some kicking among the
residents of the Fourth Ward, about
There

is

new

till Dec. 31, to every
subscriber.
Revs. II. E.

Dosker aud N. M.Stef-

fefls exchanged pulpits in this city,
last

Sunday.

The Holland City Laundry will turn
out goods twice a week hereafter.See
special notice.

the locating of a saloon in that part of
the city, in the

immediate vicinity

The auction sale at J. H. Boone’*,
Thursday, was largely attended,with

of

the ward school.

ven and Chicago.

gratia

from now

A.,

1

WHEATS.

Pensions.

about :u cents.

4,

OS SHALL ASD EASY

Wednesday.

Lyceum Opera House.

A HOME.

TTUNTLEY',

Repair work on the piers at the har-

Rertsch.

At the late election for congressman
Township treasurers desiring tax rein this county not a democratic vote ceipts can be supplied at the News
Manufactories, Mills, Shops, Etc.
Somehow or other the rainstormhas was east in Allendale township and office on short notice, and at reasonable rates.
U'LIKMAN, J., Wagon and .Carriage Manufao- kept everybody from doing and saying not a republican vote in Chester.
1 tory and blacksmithshop. Also manufac- anything,and hence there is an unturer of Ox Yokes. River street.
Died at Allegan, Tuesday, Harlan
The work train on the C. & W. M. Is
comfortable dearth of local news for
T TOLLAND CITY BREWERY. A. Self. ProprieP. Dunney. He was a member of Gen.
dumping
refuse
from
the
Wavcrly
have some of the finest lots in the 11 tor, capacity of Brewery 000 barrels. Cor. ye News man, this week.
stone quarries in the bridge across Pritchard'sregiment and present at
city on my list, and will sell them
Mspleaud Tenth streets.
the capture of Jeff. Davis.
Married, Wednesday evening,at th<\ Kalamazoo river at New Richmond.
at a great bargain

1

42.

Our l>oot and shoe dealers especially
The rainstorm has Interfered some
enjoyed the late rainstorm.
with the piogress of the new bank
The new C. & W. M. freight house
block.
Dr. J. G. Huizinga on Tuesday sucat Grand Rapids will be open for service December 1.
cessfully removed a cataract from the
Michigan s potato crop this year
right eye of Peter Koning.
averages eighty-four bushels to the
Aids. Ter Vree, Breyman and HaThe Detroit Times wants an agent In acre.
bermau <^f this city, atteuded the
county canvass at Grand Haven, Tues- this place. Full particulars can be obMrs. Gen. John A. Logan is menday.
tained by droppingthem a postal card.
tioned as the next Commissioner of
day evening, at

OBOUWEB, JAS

paying in advance*

-

The Pope

Furnitare.

with a dueount of 50 cent* to thoee

Mulder

Wheat 93
I>o

Published every Sutunhy.Term* |l..W per year,

L.

CITY AND VICINITY.

VXTISE.J.,dealer In Notion* and Fancy Good*,
Also Hair Work. Eighth street oppoi'iie
City Hall.

IWS.

HOLLAND CITY

N ews.

sales quite satisfactory.

W.

General Manager Charles M. Heald,
C. Walsh has some houses to
The regular winter schedule of pasrent. This will he welcome news to of the C. & W. M. has been seriously
senger
trains on the C. & W. M. will
the many inquirers. Anyone desir- ill with brain fever, the result of oveigo
into effect next Sunday.
ing to purchase an eligible building work and anxiety. It will he some
site will also do well to interview him, time before he shall be able to resume
Eagle Hose Comp. No. 1 is arranging
his duties.
l>efore investing.
fora hop, to be given Thanksgiving
evening, in I^ceum Opera House.
The state board of health has arThe secretary of the South Ottawa
ranged with the authorities in New and West Allegan Agricultural Society
Efforts are being made to christen
kindsofFreahand Salt Meals, River street.
York, that they will hereafter be noti- requests us to give notice that all one of the new U. 8. cruisers that i*
to say that it is one of the most unsatfied of the destination in Michigan of premiums awarded at the late fair, and being built at Philadelphia,“Grand
Physicians.
isfactory specimens of official printing,
all emigrants arriving at New York pot called for by the 1st of December, IJapM*"
TJUIZINGA, J. G., M. D. Physician and Sur- lately saddled upon ‘.he county.
11 geon. Office oor. of River and Eighth St*.
who disembark from infectedvessels will be considered as a donation to the
Married in this city, Tuesday, by
Office hours from 10 to 12 a. m„ 1 to 4 p. m. and
Money
can
be
saved
by
getting
your
or
come from infected localities.
society.
7 io 9 p. m. Diseases of Eye, Ear, Nose, aud
Rev.
E. Van der Vries, Peter Vcrschure
Throat a specialty.
papers and magazines of asst. i>ostEarnest Bursley of this city has been
We have enjoyed a continuous rain
Holland and Miss Alice Plagger¥7" REMEK8, H., Physician and Surgeon. Real- master De Keyzer, who can furnish at
IV deuce on Twelfthstreet, corner of Market. best rates all the leading periodicals arrested for the stealing of some car- from Friday evening last to Thursday mans of Fillmore.
Office at the drug store of H. Kremers. Office
penters’ tools, the property of John morning. No complaint. Everybody
hoars from 11 su m. to 12 m., and from 5 to 6 p in. of America and Europe. It will save
Married at the home of Mr. and Mre. \
Quartel. The act is alleged to have Is happy. Especially those farmers
L. Beeuwkes, Thirteenth street, by |
ITT ABBS, J. A.. Physician and Surgeon. Office you trouble, risk and expense of ordertaken place last summer, while the who for the past two weeks have been
lYl at Walsh'sdrug st -re. Residence, corner ing yourself.
Rev. E. Bos, Jacob Molenaar of Grand /
of Eighth and Fish streets, in the house formerly
house of A. Steketee was in process of compelled to haul the water for the
occupied by L Sprietsema.Office Uours: 9 to
Rapids and Mias Nellie Stroop, of this J
The records of the governmentshow building. The trial has l»een set for use of their tamilies and their cattle,
10 a in., and 3 to 5 p. m.
city.
that the stages of high and low water next week.
some of them for a distance of several
Saloons.
in Lake Michigan have been taking
Our cartoonist, the River street
miles.
Canvassers
will soon call upon the
ITROWN, P., dealer Iu liquorsand oitiars of all place ever since 1859, and that the wajeweler, Is out In this week’s issue with
13 kinds. Eighth street neai River.
citizens of western Ottawa county and
The recent drought caused the forest
ter reaches the extremes of high and
another engraving,illustrating the
extend to them the special privilegeof (Ires north of Black Lake to spread
Watches amt Jewelry.
low stage during periods of from three
manner In which business is done at
subscribing for the Ottawa County over a large extent of territory,and
his stand.
I) REYMAN, OTTO. Watchmaker. Jeweler, and to five years. The lake level was even
Business, Historical, Statistical and much damage has been done to the
13 dealer in fancy goods. Comer of Market lower in 1873 than it is at present.
and Eighth streets.
Rev. Prof. Beardsleehas been inviBiographical Compendium. Every few remaining wooded tracts in that
Our city is being canvassed by Mr. family in Ottawa county should and locality. The Cornford woods so-called, ted by the Second Ref. church of Homeu TBVENBON, C. A., successor to H. WykO hnysen, Jeweler and Optician,Eighth street J. Hcssing, of the firm of Osw alt Hro’s, must have the work.
and the timbered tractof Hope College land, HI., of which Rev. G. J Hekhuls
opposite Walsh's drug store.
Manistee,Mich., with a view of pubis pastor, to preach the dedicatorygerThe official canvass of votes for con- at Point Superior especiallyhave been
Miscellaneous.
lishing an illustrated “Souvenir” of
mon at the opening of their new church
seriously damaged.
gressman in this district, made in the
on Thursday evening of next week.
VT70LTMAN, A.. Manufacturerof Fine Ha the place. It will contain at least forvf vana Cigars, and dealer in Cigars, To- ty pages, and twenty engravingsof dif- several counties Tuesday, gives Mr. The sale of reserved seats for the
bacco, I'ipes, etc.
Belknap the following pluralities:
Henderson, the clothier,is not to be
great elociflionist,
Prof. Cumnock, will
ferent views in and about Holland.
Allt'ir.m.
outdone
by any of his eompetitott.
17 El’PEL, T., dealer iu lumber, latb, shingles,
241
open at 9 o’clock a. m., Nov. 10th.
IV salt, land and calcined plaster. Corner Mr. llessiug is meeting with good suc- Inula.
:ci*
Beside
the
slaughter in overcoats, and
Kent
Seats can be reserved at Breyman’s
Eighth and Cedar street.
T.V.
cess, and expects to complete his canOttawa.
107
other
inducements
ottered, he has an
store at 6<) tents each. The general
vass next week.
egg
case
that
will
be
given away to his
Total.
1 5,-2
admission will be 35 cents. Rememcustomers.
For
further
particulars sc*
When the citizensof Bay City awoke Sunday evening a union service will ber that Messrs. Breyman and Nykem
new
adv.
on Monday morning they found a gang he held in the First Reformed church, are getting up the course. They are
F. & A.

I

Walsh.

Walter

BAdELER,

J. II.

MOT

SPECIALIST,

28

I

D.,

10JR0E ST.,

Grand Rapids, Michigan.

TTE

send you free a Circular, thatoarcfully and fully describesthe symptoms
of all forms of cancer. The circular also gives
the names and post office address of more
than 100 persons he has cured of cancer by his
plastertreatment.- Office-hours: 10 U>12;
5 to4 p. m.— Telephone No.
0-ly

Xl

will

1008.

G.

J.

Huizinga, H. D.

mSICIAA AID SIMEON.
Special attention paid to diseases of
the Eye, Ear, Nose, and Throat.
Moyer Sc Son's building, one door north
the music store. River street Office houra11 to 12a. m.. 1 ilO to 4 p. m.. and evenioga.
Can also be found at bis office during the
Offlcs In

of

nlfioliaDd,

Mich.. April 28,

1801.

23 ly

NeAvspapersand Periodicals
Can be obtainedat reduced rates of
the local agent in this city. Leave
your orders for any publicat ion in the
U. S. or Canada at the Poet Office, with

C.

De Keyzer,

Holland, Mich., May 6,

1891.

W

.

SOCIETIES.

15tf

M.

.

Regular Communicationsof Unity Lodge, No
191. F A A M., will be held at Masonic Hall
Holland, Mich., at 7 o'clock on Wednesday even
ingx, Jan 21, Feb. 18, March 25, April 22. May
20, Jane 17, July 15. August 19, Kept. 16, Oct. 14
Attorneys and J as! Ices.
Nov. 11. Dec. 9. St John's days June 24 and
December
O. H REYMAN, W. M.
rVEKEM A, G. J., Attorney at Law. Collect Iona D. L. BOYD. Sec’y.
promptly atteuded to. Offica, Van der
Veen's block, Eighth atreet.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

27

M

----

,

----

K. O. T. M.
fjWIRBANKB.I.. Justiceof the Peace, Notary Oresaent Tent, No. 68, meets iu K O T M
Public aud PonsioD Claim Agent, River St.. Hall at 7: 30 p m., on Monday night next A1
hir Knights aro cordially invlU-d to attend.
near Tenth
Cheapest Life Imuiauco Order known. Ful
TJOBT.J. C. Attorney and Counaollor at Law. particularsgiven on application.
John J. Cappon, Commander.
Office: Poat'a Block, corner Eighth aud
Oi.ep F. Hanson, R K
River streets.

X

.

1

Rakeries.

BAKBRY, Joba Pessiuk Proprietor,
Fresh Broad an-'. Bakers' Goods, Confoctioury, etc , Eighth street.

/-tITY

Twice A Week.

G. J. Pessiuk, of the Holland City
Laundry, gives notice to his patrons
Banks.
that from and after this date all laun"CURST STATE BANK, with SaviupsDepart- dry left at his place will be turned out
ment, Capita', t^S.OUO. I. Cappon President; twice a week. Laundry handed in on
I. Manllje. Cashier. Eighth stieot.
Monday and on Tuesday before 9:00
o'clock a. m., will be done by Thurs4 Barbers.

__

X

_
TY

AUMGARTEL,

X>

an

t

day evening. Whatever

is

brought in
Saturday

W..Tonsorisl Parlors, Eighth
after that, can be called for
Cedar streets. Hair dreasiug promptlv

evening.
Holland, Mich., Nov. 12,

attended to.

’91.

42-

2t

of

men

of the C. S. &

M.

I1EACH, W.

H., CommlBBlou Men hant, and
dealer in Grain, Flour aud Produce. Highest
market price paid for wheat Office in Brick
store, corner Eighth aud Fish streets

Spectacles without
and young, at

number, for

Breyman X

under the auspices of the Y. M. C. A. responsible parties,and guarantee satWeather prophets are prognosticatProf. Putnam, of Kalamazoo College, isfaction.
ing a severe winter on the strength of

lay-

nent streets. Great excitement pre- will he present and deliver the address.
Wm. Zwemer, residing on Hie old the hornets building their nests high
vailed and the residents of the neigh- The music of the evening will he conDe Bruyn place, Tenth street, has up in the trees, this fall. When a
Iwrliood held a council of war, which ducted by Prof. J. It. Nykerk. Every
picked an apple off one of his russet colony of hornets build their nest* on
resulted in a general onslaught being one is cordially invited.
trees which, judging from the outside, the lower limbs of a tree, it is said to
made all along the line. Within Jan
is three-fourths russet and one-fourth be a sign of a mild winter.
hour the tracks had been torn up and
The Western Social Conference,an greening. The lines on the surface of
Our citizens will have the opportunthe street cleared of the obitruclions. association of clergymenof the Rethe apple are clearly drawn. And what
formed Church in Western Michigan, appears strangest of all, there Is no ity of again listening to the Fisk FaThere is a story of a clergyman miss- will hold their next regular meeting in
mous Jubilee Singers. They are billed
tree of the greening or of any other
ing a train and expressing his feelings Hope church, Tuesday of next week.
for this city Monday evening, ’Nov.* 16.
kind in the immediate vicinity.
by an outburst of vigorously expressed The ladies of that congregation will
These Tennessee singers are not to be
sentiments. The clergyman,if he had set out a “spread” on the occasion, in
excelled in the manner in which they
The Standard Roller Mills, whose
known it. could have soothed his dis- the chapel of the church.
render the old-timedplantation melofamiliar hum has been heard steadily,
dies.
appointment by repeating the names
night and day, since the new crop beof the Netherland line of steamers
Married. Wednesday evening, at thd
gan to move freely, was shut down for
The State HorticulturalSociety will
which sail regularlyfrom New York, residence of the bride’s parents, Mr.
two days last week for the purpose of
hold Its annual meeting at Eaton Rapand are mentioned by travelerswith and Mrs. W. Baas, on the north side of
connecting with the driving shafts
ids, Dec. I, 2 and 3. Free entertalnmip'h respect. They are the steamers Black Lake, by Rev. 11. K. Dosker.
some new rolls and other machinery
. ra,,ot will be provided for all who atAmsterdam,Didam. Edam. Maasdam, Aldert Dickema and Miss Ida Baas.
thatar, ,ei"« added ,o.,e equip, uom. tcn„.
lipon VHrluus hortlcul.
Rotterdam,Schiedam, Werkendam, Aldert has just built him a new house
rids mil ls exceeding all its previous tura, t0|)|cs w||, preMnted ,IJr |cad.
Zaanda-n and Dubbeldam!
on his eighty-acre farm, on the Maca- t'Dfimw
tint unuitmt itf itr/wlimt 1
^

Commission Merchant.4

13

railway

ing a track through one of their promi-

....

.....

old view:

..

a*.,

terested in securing an appropriation

Son.

... .

/CENTRAL DRUG STORE,
Proprietor. ^

H. Kramers,M. D

,

rV)ESRUKG, J. 0., Dealer in Dragi aud Modi.
clnos, PalnU and Oils, Brushes, Toilet

U

Articles aud Perfume*,Imported Havana, Key
West, and DomestleCigars.

QCHOUTEN, F. J.,

M. P., proprietor of First
Store. Prescriptionscarefully
lompouuded day or o Ight . Eighth street.

O

Ward Drag

^yALSH,

HEBEB,

•jd^bannaolrt;

basiness.
VT AXES A KANE, draggists and booksellers
Stock always fresh and complete, oor Eighth
*nd River street*.

X

Dry Goods and Groceries.

.

m

^

.

desire once

more to urge

also attend. For full program or other

hand.

u|K)ii

at

at

the residencein Allendale township. are j)avid Coppock, a butcher, that
At 10 o'clock the procession formed came to this city a few years ago, and
The engineerof the northboundC.
and they were' borne to the Bos worth Mrs. A. Verhulst, a married woman, & W. M. train saw a man on the track
school house in Georgetown, where the rc8:djng 0n Tenth street. The former near the Grandville depot, Monday
public services were conducted by Rev. ;de8crt8 wife and t|,rce children, the forenoon. He reversedthe lever and
Mr. Wilcox, assisted by a quartet of youngest but four weeks old, while the sounded the whistle, but the man paid
singers. The services were beautiful .att,r ieave8 a husband and two chil- no attention to the warning. A mo-

Seen the display of imported silverware in the window of L. P. Husen’s
Jewelry store, River street? The goods
T)OOT A KRAMER, dealer In Dry Goods. No- were Imported direct from Germany,
J3 tlons, Groceries, Floor, Feed, etc., Eighth by Mr. Huscn, aud are a novelty and
•treet next to Bank.

-

very beautiful.
Holland,Mich., Nov.

/^RANDALL, 8. R .dealer in DepartmentGoods
Vj aud proprietor of Holland City Baxaar,

--

Eighth street.

Rope

JONGH, C., dealerIn Dry Goods, Groceries,
Hats and Caps, Boot* and Shoes, etc., Tenth
topp . Union School building. *

wash

5,

1891.

.

-

silk, Roman floss, wash linen,
Mrs. Best’s,Ninth St.

cruel, at

———*•

and

impressive,and the house was dren she takingthe smallesUone with ment later he was struck by the lococrowded. The. interment took place! her. All that Is known or their where- mo.tive and his body thrown to the side
in the family burying ground near ahonts is that they boarded the fast of the track with great force. His
fob j^ra|n 60Uu)> ff|ie heartless mother skull was laid open and his brains and
Hudsonville. The remains were ioi-

Stamped linens at cost. Gall at M rs.
TTvE VRIES, 0., dealer In General Merchandise, Besfu Ninth
39-2t
XJ and Produce . Fresh E?gs and Dairy Butter always on hand. River street, oor. Ninth.
lowed

street.

|

to the grave by a long procession

j

had sent the wo oldest children
t

to her

j

blood were u pon the front of the eu-

OTEKETEE, BA8TIAN, seneral dealer In Dry All the novelties in fancy work at of friends and relatives. Hon. George j husband’s brother in the morning, and gine. Death was instantaneous,and
O Goods and Groceries,Flour aud Feed. The Mrs. Best’s,Ninth street. 89-2t A. Farr, Judge Soule, William N. An- .]eft a note up^n th3 table, under a .he probablynever knew what_struck
.

.

I

, detder in Dry Good*, Fancj
Goods and Furnishing Goods, Eighth street

Dnest stock of CrockeryIn the city, cor
and River stiweU.

^

of

IJERTSCH, D

13

.......

mi.,

information,address Edwy C. Reid,
Secretary,
Allegan, Mich.
tuck. That place during tiie fruit our citizensthe propriety of sustaining
Thel'nited Brethern church of AlTop Buggy.
season, is a very important port, and the efforts made by Prof. J. B. Nykerk legan has a complicated case in court.
Anyone contemplating a trip across
For Sale, cheap. It is in good order. the boats engaged in the trade are and W’ill Breyman to furnish us this A majority of the church altered the
Inquire
11. Wykiiuyzen.
greatly hampered by the bar at the winter a first class lecture course. constitution and creed so as to admit the Atlantic, and who should feel any
Holland,Mich., Nov. 2, 1891. 6w.
mouth of the Kalamazoo river. None but men of pronounced standing members of secret societies to the preference, in the line of nationality,
think that less than $10,090 would and ability will be brought here, and church, whereupon the minority with- as to the route or steamboat company
The largest assortment of silver
to take, can t>e accommodated at the
knives and forks, ever displayed in trausform it iuto a good harbor. Squ- it will require the general support of drew. The anti-secrets predominate
alor Stockbridgehas promised his as- the community to enable them to in this state, wl, lit in the country
Holland,can be found at
“-NTwe^uu"
Breyman & Son. sistance in securing the appropria- make both ends meet.
1 irge the others are in the majority.
Ing. Four differentocean lines are
tion.”
The case in the Allegan circuit is to
represented
by this firm. Any one deFriday
the
citizens
of
Holland
were
Barter's Oil Heaters are neatly
decide which wing of the Allegan
The funeral servicesof the late astonished to learn that the unwritten
finished and perfectlyodorless.For
siring to make a trip at this season of
church owns the church property. If
sale
Kantkrb Bko’s.
Stephen L. Lowing were held Satur- chronicles of their town had been enthe year will do well to consult them.
our memory serves us right Judge Arday, and were very largely attented. riched by a genuine case of elopement,
See their adv. elsewhere.
nold has had occasion to pass upon a
Have You
The remains were viewed by friends at l)ie day before. The parties involved
similar case before this.
Friday evening, Nov. 20, an elocu-

We

for developing the harbor at Sauga-

Drugs and Medicines.

. '

.

-

Eighth

-

A Five Dollar Cloak
rln-fJs ha

|

X"

|

K

i

X:

Call in and convince yourselves.

Holland,Mich., Nov. 12,

he8e

gel and James Murray of Grand Ha*

,

Pomht “Gone, good

ven were among the pall

1

everi wjth Mr.

V
Democrat.

They took with them
piec

• lmer

1891. lw.

'

bye, -perhaps for- 1 him. The bodywas carried to the deCoppock.” The latter pot and identified as Ralph Lochere,
tioral al&o was considerate enough to relieve aged '29, an employe at the

bearers.

a beautiful

tionary recital will be given at the 11.
E. church, by Miss Bessie George. Admission-adults,15 cents; children,10
cents. The followingprogram will be
rendered:
Mnslc.
The Rising of 1776.
The Jlutrs.
Music.
Sister and I.
I’eisltmnonsand the Baby.
The Pilot's Story.
Musle.
Naughty Little Girl In the Hotel.
Beai chi -.g fur the blslo.

Mnslc.

Music.
How Ruby Played.

Carpenters’ Meeting.

plaster

ft

<

°/

n’

iq

nt' -rr11 '“F01

Mr;,L0'Vin£8
e^er,wni M-*™ of much labor mill. He was not married and hi, relasstefiRes there.— G. if. io the Hue of collecting outstanding atlves are not known. The man
By Order of Committee.
^ accounts due the
been seen drinking in the morning. i Holland, Mich., Nov. 13, 1861.

firm.

bad

shore. The steamer spite the many drawbacks,the local
several blasts of the delegation voted the trip a big success
whistle. It might incidentally be men- and all arc enthusiastic over the prostioned that during this same period the pecU for having the river improved.
Barrett found lodgment on two dilTe* j Col. Ludlow will make no report
rent sandbars, but managed to get off to the government of Saturday’s trip,
without the assistance of her passen- being simply an invited guest of the
gers, althoughat the second bar “Tom’* Board of Trade committee. He exwas compelled to repeat his act of go- pressed himself as well pleased witli the
ing ashore with the rope, the other end prospectof the government now rebeing wound about the shaft on the cognizing the importance of the Grand
steamer, and steam power being re- river, and thought that after an approsorted to to forge the boat ahead. The priation had been secured for the purwater was so shallow that “Tom's” pose, but little difficultywould be exboat got stuck fast in the mud, and perienced in making it navigable.
while waiting for him to extricate him- The colonel, while rather guarded in
expressing opinions, intimated that the
self, the Barrett was turned completemost feasible plan would be to make
ly around in the stream and headed
back for Grand Rapids. However, the the river narrower in many places,thus
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Annual Revival of the Grand
iRIver Dredging Scheme.

!!

Saturday last the Grand Rapids
made its annual in*

A

^oard of trade

| flpectiontour of Grand River.

THE BOOK TRUST KNOCKED OUT
A Card To The Public.

Something New!

six months ago we began the
publicationof our reprint or the famous EncyclopaxiiaBritanuioa in 25

Volumes, which we issued at $1.50 pec Trinadad Asphaltum and Mineral FireInquire nt the
price of the English ediProof Roofing Proeess.
tion always has been and still is $8.00
ir volume, and the Scribner edition
Scott
i.00 per volume in the cheapest bind-

volume The

ins

A new Liquid

That the public appreciate so great a
bargain
rgain is
is shown by the
the ____
fact that
________
over
half a million volumes of this reprint
have been sold in less than six months.
This elegant new edition we still
offer at the same price, $1.50 iter volume.
This is the greatestbargain ever known

Ahe invited guests accompanyingthe
party were Senator Stockbridge.Col.
Ludlow, U.S. A., and the congressman-elect of the Grand Rapids disV: trict, while

Senator McMillan of Detroit sent his regrets. An account of
was adopted. He did not favor the
the trip is found in the daily press of morning had been a beautiful oflC, but
-Holland
canal scheme. Col. Ludlow
that city, of which we make copious toward noon a light rain commenced
took
leave
of the party at Grand Haextracts. The first ten miles of the falling, the clouds took on a sombre
ven,
where
he boarded his steamer for
fiver trip, from Grand Rapids to hue and there were gloomy forebodings
St. Joseph, where the harbor is sadly
Oimndville,(the scene of the govern- atoard the Barrett that the trip would
in need of improvement, owing to the
lent’s late dredging operations,) were not be made in safety.
When the last course had been served recent storms on Lake Michigan. He
prude ntiallyomitted, and the C. &
said that the north pier in St. Joseph
M. was substituted for the river bed. and the cigars passed ex-Lieut.-Gov.
harbor had not been repaired for sevenJVt Grandville the party boarded the! Crosby offered a resolution tenderinga

office of

& Sehminnan,

Phoenix + Planing +

for Roofs, old

Mill.

Uolland. Mich.. April 7th, 1801. ytf

and new. Applied while
hot.

All

in books.
Better still, we will deliver the set
complete on small easy payments, to suit
the convenienceof customers.
Remember this is not an abridgeworthy pilot managed to get aboard securing a greater volume of water at
ment, but the great Edinburgh ninth
points
where
it
is
the
shallowest
now.
again, the boat was turned and again
edition, reproducedpage for page, witli
He did not appear to think that much
the trip for Grand Haven was resumed,
important articles on American subwith darkness setting down fast. The dredging would be required if this plan jects rewritten to date by eminent

Among

A House for Sale!

Some

Work

H.Wykhuysen

Guaranteed.

Old Hoofs Repaired.

The above Fire-proof Roofing
Process is represented in
Holland by

Zeeland, Mich.

American authors, and new maps,
later and better than in any other edition.
We further announce that we^have

Choice Assortment of

Frank G.

Swiit.

preparationthree volumes of “American Additions and Revisions,”
Hold and Silver Watches, and (’locks.
thoroughlysupplementing the original
the Hardwork. With these supplemental vol- Leave orders
umes you will have at small cost an ware Store of Ranters Bros.
Jewelry
Jewelry !
Encyclopedia unapproachablein comvletencss; a thorough “digest of the
Holland, Mich., July 30 ’91. 27 tf
ibrariesof the world,” and a complete
teen
years,
and
that
it
should
have
Special attentionis called to the Low
steamer Barrett, which had started vote of thanks to Senator Stockbridge
record of current progress and events.
Prices at which I offer my Goods
three days before in order to reach and Colonel Ludlow for their presence been extended out into the lake long
Special Offer.—
ku.— We
We claim that our
ago. A bar has now formed at the en- reprint compares favorably with the
to the Public.
*herc in
on the trip. It wps adopted unanimoushigh priced editions in every respect,
The correspondentof the 0. li. 1km- 1 ly, and the senator then took it upon trance of the harbor, there being but
lit Ktsitt,
about six feet of water over it, where and in respect to maps, and strength
(ocrol gives the following incidentsof himself to say that he heartily favored
and beauty of bindings is superior to
Dealers in
the idea of improving Grand river and there should be from fourteen to six- them. In order that this claim may
the trip:
promptly and satisfactorily attended to
teen feet. He did not think anything be tested by a personal inspection we
pledged
himself
to
assist
congressmanIt was about 10 o'clock when all on
at reasonablecharges.
FRESH,
SALT,
AND
SMOKED
make
the
following
proposition:
We
could be done now owing to the lateAboard were startled by an unusual com- elect Belknap to secure an appropriawill
furnish
volume
I. at (>0 cts.— a
ness of the season, but he proposed to
motion. Capt. Muir gave the signal tion for the purpose. “Let it once get
fraction of actual cost— if sent by exStorp, next to Dp Kruifs Drug Stiff.
look it over and afford temporary re- press. Add 40 cts. postage if wanted
into
the
senate,”
said
the
senator,
ito stop the engine and in a startled
by mail. Amount paid for Volume I.
H.
Hone informed all aboard that the Bar- “and I will see that it is not cut down lief, if possible.
Parties desiring
At the table on the Barrett Col. will be credited on price of set when
a
cent
either.
I
can
handle
it
a
groat
wett was aground. And such proved to
Zeeland. Mich., March 16th, 1891. 8-ly
ordered.
Briggs said he would like to hear Col.
Choice Steaks and Roasts
t)e the case. In a few moments the deal easier in the senate than my friend
R. S. PEALE & CO.,
Ludlow's latest plan for improving the 315-321 Wabash
CHICAGO.
Are especially invited to call.
Slower deck swarmed with men anxious Belknap can in the House. However,
8-tf
I
think
I
can
help
him
there,
and
1 river, as he understood that Mr. LudHo render assistance in getting the boat
Street
low’s last plan was to “jack up” the
assure you that if I can I will.”
•off the bar on which she rested, while
DE KRAKER & DE KOSTER.
Mr. Belknap then said that while he river at the mouth and thus force the
tfbe upper deck was fdled with those apwater up the river. The colonel said
should
work
for
the
interests
of
his
Holland,
Mich., Aug. 8, 1890.
parentlyless anxious than those below,
that if he had ever offered such a sugdistrict
in
general,
he
would
work
for
itmt who were lavish in their suggesgestion, he desired to change it now,
c.
tions as to the best method of relief. Grand Rapids, the Grand river and
as he thought the best plan would be
Drs.
Starkey
Palen’s
Has
located
at
Grand
Haven
in
particular.
He
said
The boat was hard and fast aground
Manufacturer of
and the chances seemed decidedly that when he was last in Congress he to turn the river up sideways.
bright thatthe trip would end then and was greatly hampered by political obSouth or West?
there. However, some bright mind ligationsand consequentlyhad not had
Many who live in the interiortowns
-suggested that “somebody” go ashore the opportunityhe desired to work for
and villages have the notion that to
the
improvement
of
the
river.
“Howiwith a line and make it fast to some
buy railroad tickets to far distant Office hours 12 o’clock to 2
.•etationary object, with the idea that ever." said he, “all the postoffiees arc points, it is necessary to go to the
1529 IriTi st, Pliiludflphia, Pao'clock, p. in.
those aboard place the other end of it disposed of now: I am practically free larger cities. Others, that by some
chance or design they may, by going
The originaland only genalncCompound Ox.around the capstan and thus pull the from political obligations, and I pledge
in

at
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time.
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IVIE:

WYKHUYSEN

Ave.,

Market on River

Hew Ehtebprise

Dr.W.E.Visscher

COTTS,

l.

I

NEW

HOLUND.

TREATMEN uy

NHAUTION.

nearly off from home somewhere and tirst
paying local fare to this somewhereor
my enrire time to securingsubstantial other, they will be able to save somerecognitionfrom the government for thing in the price. Now in all other
this river.” He added that he had been business matters you will rather deal
opposed in Holland City because he did with those at home and with whom
you have acquaintance and in whom
of seeing her floatedover the bar Boyn- not approve of the canal idea, which you have confidence. Buying railroad
ton’s it was called) and proceed on her was the hobby of the Hollandites. '‘I tickets is business. The trip may be
certainly cannot favor a canal when pleasure — full of pleasure — but the
way.
purchase is business. It is more than
The pretty little town of Lamont nature has provided a channel,” said likely, therefore, if you will onlv try,
rsoon loomed up on the right bank and he in conclusion.
that you can buy just as satisfactorily
John S. Lawrence,late democratic and certainly as economically at your
the passengers were contemplating its
beauty when again there was that ter- nominee for Congress, was then called nearest station. The agent may not
have tlie particular ticket you want
rible crunching sound that plainly indi- upon and said that during tlie past few but if yon will allow him a day or so lie
cated to all on board that the Barrett weeks he had ‘•primed” himself with will get it, reading from your station
was aground. The captain was dumb- facts and figures to show why the through to where you are going. This
founded. He said that he had always Grand river should be made navigable is the method on the Chicago & West
Michigan and also on the Detroit,
taken this same course, and never be- and had he been elected he would have Lansing A Northern. If it so happens
fore had he had any difficulty on this given his entire attention to the mat- that you who read this find it inconvenient to reach the agent, drop him a
spot. Again the wheels revolved and ter.
note of inquiry: *or, write, stating your
the engine snorted, but the Barrett
This concluded the speech making
proposedtrip, to
appeared to be tired and refused to and the excursionists went out on the
Yours very truly,
budge an inch. There was no help for deck again to note the progress of the
Geo. DeIIaven,
General PassengerAgent.
It; “Tom,” the pilot, had to go ashore boat. The rain was coming down pretGrand Rapids.
again wi'h a line. He made it fast to ty hard about this time and gradually
boat along. The rope was made fast
to a tree on shore, willing hands
worked the capstan, and in about an
hour from the time the Barrett grounded her passengers had the satisfaction

you my word that

37
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ygen Treatment,tbst of Ore. StarkeyA I'alen
i* a scientific
adjustment of the elementsof
Oxygen and Nitrogen mayixelizttl ; atd the compound is so condensedand made portable that
it is sent all over the world.

I shall devote

THE NEW WEBSTER
Successor of the Unabridged.

{

4w.

It has been in use for more than twenty yesrs
thousands of patients have been treated and
one thousandphysicians have need it. and recomend it,— a very significant fact.

;

The great eucceae of our treatmenthas given
rise to a boat of imitators,
unscrupulous persons ;
some calling their prepsrations compound oxygee, often appropriating our testimonials and
the names of our patients,to recommend worth-

less concoctions.But any substancemade

INTERNATIONAL

“Compound Oxygen— Itn Mode, Action aiul Remit", is the title of a new book of 9U0 pages,published by Drs. B^arkey A I'alen,which gives to
all iiquirersfull information as to this remarkable curativ* agent, and a ncord of surprising
cures iu a wide range cf chronic cases— many cf
them after being abando ,ed to die by other physicians. Will bemaihd free to any address on
application.

The work of revlatonoccupied over ten
more than n hundred editorial laborers having; been employed, and over
•300,000 expended before the first copy
was printed.
SOLD BY ALL BOOKS1LLERI.

Drs. Starkey
1259
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VALLEY STOVE

Cushman's

and

tlie

of

which

12

The Reliable!

Cm

10.1

1

New bouse with all Modern Improvements
newly finished. On American and European p'aos. Rooms tf .uo weeklv transients .V)
ernts and upward Turkish Baths for ladlrs
and gentlemen. -V) ctmts. Kestanrantby
Fred. Cnrapeg .on, lnt*i ch‘f Chicagoand
Union League club*. Table d'H >te served.

W.

J.

W

Cut this out for future

ub«.

25 ly

Eighth Street.

Merchant Tailorin£, Ready Made
Clothing*, Gents

CO.,

Fiirnishiim*

tlie

Mary Waikotte

rly Lcz.oau),execdeceased, praying for the
examli ation and allowance of her Anal account,
that she may distribute said estate, be discharged from her trust, have hor bond cancelled
amt said estate dosed:
Thereupon It is Ordered. That Tuesday, the
fied, of

iform*

S

“PRIDE ECLIPSE”

t
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17,
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splendid as-

sortment, the latest styles,
the best selections.
Holland, Mich., 22,

’91.
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MEEUWSEN'S A New Meat Market

RffrigcralorMeal

HELPF-E.

I

JA’S.

VAN OORT.

Holland. Nidi., April

and

n

substance for floor painting.
Dries hone-hard in one night, is
fiee from taek, and durable.

at 11 o’clock iu the forenoon, bo assignedfor
dei tlit' mum
the hearing of snld netition, aid that (he h -irs nt
of “Helper.
law of said ueccased. and all otb* r persons interThev h a v u
ested In said estate, are required to appear at a
nil die InleM
seaalonof said Court, then to be holdon at the
I m pro v cProbate Office in the City of Grand Haven, in
—
--mnits, uml
v be are nuolc of UU 1’KH lOH IHOX. Special nttentiou
said cousty, and show cause, ii
If any *ut7i
there
why the prayer of the petitionershould not be
uri M
granted: And ills further Onkred, That said , St) If- A M/m of \j a |
.letltiouer give notice to the personsiiternsted) mndcaiiiiilar t« lltnae used by the Heat llolelv.
in ssid estate, of the peudeney of said petition, . but arrangediqieciallyfor fumll)- n»r, for real or
and the hearing thereof by cunsing a copy of this . wood. Manv at vie* ami idr/n of east Cook Stove*
order to bo published in the Holland t irr News And lUnge* for nil Uud<ioffuel. Hum* Burning Heat*
a newspaperprinted and circulatedin said enuu- era lor hurd coal, etc. Aik )our dealer for ilcljier
.......
luxe*. .nml
llrutrra,or write ini fne
ty of Ottawa for three successive weeks previous Stove*, Knuxe
.1 -.1- ____ ___
F
. tlliutmted clrt-ttlnrto
to said day af hearing.
CHICAGO
Si
Kit IK STOVE CO.,
A true copy, (Attest)
CHICAGO. ILL., or KHIK, P I.
CHAfl. B. SOULE.
Judge of Probate.

4i-8w

New Yerku

A new

J. B.

A pamphlet of Informationand ab-/
street of the laws, Showing How to/
^Obtain Patents,Caveats,Trade/
, Ma^^Cpj juhghU^wt^
gee.,

v361 Broadway,

MUTE

i

& Caps.

a leading favorite.

Call

-

hits

&

AQENCY/oC

utrix of tlie will of said

•

BUSMAN,

;

many

is

Best.

flark Street,

tlie

First Day oj December Nfjrt,

Used iu Millions of Homes— 40 Years the Standard

si! piiiristo.rn.

Only four minutes from the Court House;
pass the door.

Goods.

D-PRICE’S

st.,

Cakl* fsn

PAINTS.

De-

The Old!

CHICAGO.

was hoarse. They then concluded
Brusse & Co. keep tlie most stylish
that the Barrett had been beached and
goods in tlie city in Neckwear and tine
the trip abandoned, so they returned
Furnishing
13-tf
The celebrated Paints of llaiih tf- MUhome. However, they were anxious to
liyan are kept on hand, in all
do all they could to make the visit as
shades and color.-.
Probate Order.
pleasant as possible under the circumSTATE OF MICHIGAN. SS.
COUNTY OF OTTAWA.
stances, and they insisted upon an ad-

home.

Palen.

Store.

til it

small but enthusiasticboarded a special train for

28 ly

-A.T

HARDWARE

a tecHioo of the Probate Court for the Connjournment to the Cutler house, where tyAt
of Ottawa, holdeq at the Probate Oflice. In the
an elegant repast was served, after v.ity of Grand Haven, In said county, on 8«turday, the Thirty-flratdayof October. In the year
which a little time was spent in an ex- one tboHnanrieight hurxlrod and ninety-one.
Present, CHAULES E. SOULE, Judge of Prochange of greetings in the hotel corri- bate.
ing the Barrett passed Lamont and dors, when the visitors were escorted In the matter of the citato of John Ixtcnian,
deceased.
was greeted with a salute from a can- to the C. & W. M. depot, where they On reading and Aline the peUtioo. dnly veri-

Brooms

The

V

fired by

for Gotts’

,

uses of tlie household, the manufacturer is giving away a limited number of 5c boxes at II . Walsh's Drug
Store. Get one now before they are
steamer
Joe.
They
reached
Battle
behind.
all gone, and try it for cuts, bruises,
It was now about 1:30 p. m., and to Point at 3 o’clock and remained there burns, chapped hands, sores, ulcers,
the weary travelers the voice announ- until o p. m., blowing their whistle un- salt rheum or any skin disease.

non,

Ask Your Local Dealer

* A Pamphletof specimen pages, illustrations,
testimonials, etc., sent free by th» publishers.

had better success with it
than all other remedies. For these

trial of

1891.

ht., riiLtDFLrai.
rt.

Please mentionthis I'apt r.

diseases he gives it his unqualified endorsement. A trial at the drug store
will show you that it it is neat, convenient and pleasant to use, and gives
almost instant relief. It costs .50c and
lasts a year. Guaranteedto give satisfaction. A free trial at II. Walsh’s Tlie attention of the Public is specially
4-4 w
Axes, saws and suggestionsfor its re- that the members of the Grand Haven Drug
invited to the line of Cook Stoves,
manufactured by tlie OHIO
moval were forthcoming, but still it common council, with the exceptionof

cing that dinner was ready, was the
sweetest music. All tiled into the cabin
of the boat and were assigned seats.
And such a “spread!” Nothing was
lacking, and when it is taken into consideration that the party “held down”
the chairs surroundingtlie table for almost three hours, it goes without saying that ample justice was done the
good things served.
While the eatables were disappear-

&

rears,

that he hi
has

a

Holland, Mich., Auguste,

GRAND INVESTMENT

A

;

Believing that

Factory on Eleventh Street,
east of KingV Factory.

Wot the Family, the School or the Library.

MERRIAM

Menthol Balm will convince you of
superiority of this ointment for

I

elsewhere or by others and called Comjound
Oxygen, is spurious.

DICTIONARY

^

•stuck. Finally some person suggested Mayor Cutler, who wa* ill. and several
ithat the boat “back up.” Happy prominent citizens, including the genthought! The Barrett backed and the tlemen mentioned and CollectorMcsnag was left in front. The Barrett Bride, had gone upthe river at 2 o'clock
steamed ahead and the snag was left in the afternoonin Capt. Kirby's little

!

j

WEBSTER’S

a snag and the men on the boat worked the party returnedto the cabin, where
Cantlon is needed in purchasing a dictionaThe third edition of “Diseasesof the ry, si photographic reprinU of acomparstivaly
Jht capstan, but it only had the effect the table was cleared and card games
worthless
edition of Webstar are being marketed
Throat and Nose,” by the great En•of causing the boat to swing to and were the order. An accomplishedplayer
under various namee, often by misrepreeentatlon.
glish Surgeon, Lennox Browne, is out.
GET THI BEST,
fro, and the passengersto groan over on the harp rendered some very nice On pp. 657-8 he discusses the various
The Internttional,which bear* the Imprint of
the delay. A larger rope was sent out selections and the Barrett continued to methods of treatingsuch diseases as
G. & C.
A CO.,
PUBLISHERS,
by the faithful “Tom” and attached to glide upon and off sandbars with fear- catarrh, cold in the head, sore throat,
asthma and bronchitis,and concludes
SPRINGFIELD, Mass., U.S. A.
a tree high on the bank. This proved ful regularity.
by saying that he has used Cushman’s
It had been expected thatthe Bar- Menthol Inhaler for several years in
^ftobe the proper move, and after nearly every man on board was physically rett would meet a boat from Grand the hospitals under his charge; and
tired of working the capstan or the Haven with a delegation on board, but
pike poles, or mentally wearv of offer- the boats failed to connect and it was
ing suggestions to the workers, the Bar- 7:30 p. m. when the Barrett landed at
rett moved off the bar. And then a the dock in Grand Haven, the visitors
new -danger appeared. A snag was being met by a large delegation of citi(drawn up from the bottom and lodged zens, headed by ex-Senator T. W. Ferry
In one of the wheels of the steamer. and ('apt. Kirby. It was then learned

Constantly on hand a large assortment
of hand-made brooms and brushes
of different sizes, grades and
prices. Orders by mail
promptly filled.

fan.

THF

Old Sta,xid

Daily Hounds of tlm streets of the
City of Holland, with tlie choicest Having disposed of my ntiHlnens In the First
Ward, I am now located on
meats of nil kinds, same as in a hutchr shop, neatly arranged in my new
Refrigerator Meat Wagon, where they
iire kept nice and fresh.
•

River Street.

FQ1{ THE WAGOX!
JA’S. MEKl WSy.V
Holland, Mich., June 4, 1891

LOOK OUT

Jly Friends will find me at the Market
rfffiiHy vacated by Mr. J. leowsen,
nil

PEERLESS DYESbISt
Fop BLACK STOCKINGS.
Made In 40 Colors that neither
Hmal, Wash Oat Nor Fade.
Bold by Druggists.Also
Bronte Paints -6 color*.
Laundry Bluing.
PeerleuInk Powders— 7 colors.
Peerless Shoe ft HarnessDreuing.
Peerless Egg Dyes— 8 colors.
Peerless
Pecrleas

CHOICE MEATS,
Carefullyeeloctedand suited
of

the year.

Holland,Mich.. Feb.

3. 18»|.

to

each season

I

'

H,m

( HOLLAND

CITY.

y

i

MICHIGAN.

THE SLEEP OF DEATH.
AN ATTACK OF GRIEF PRO' DUCES UNBROKEN SLEEP.

Cotton Crop Report for November-Big
Blase at Philadelphia-Saved
Hla Life
by • Tail Hold-Cuttingthe Price of Oil
—May Retail in Lyhching.

•25 reward for each will net
While
there have been rumors in circulation In
Martial Law Proclaimedla the Bopobtle
East Tennessee that a mob Intended to atby Congress.
tack the branch prisons at Tracy City and
The Brasilian congress has resolved that
Inman It 1s thought there Is little foundamartial law be proclaimedand the dictatortion for them. There are 820 convicts at
ship re-established.
It Is but two years ago
these prisons and extra guards have been
that Brasil experienced the greatestof all
placed on duty at each of thtfm. Several
Its political revolutions, when, on the 15th
heavy boxes, supposed to contain arms,
of November,1889, the monarchy of Dom
have been sent by express from the State
Pedro gave way to the republic over which
Armory to the officer!at the prisons. Governor Buchanan has ordered the State Superintendent of Prisons to take vigorous
action. It Is certain that a mob would not
now move on the Tracy City and Inman
prisons unless they were determined to do
or die.

LOADED WITH LIGHTNING.
of an Indiana Man Who Gets
Charged During a Thunderstorm.

Flight

HE SLEPT HIMSELF TO DEATH.

^

A Michigan Man

Falls to Awake from a
Six-Months’ Nap.
, Two young people, Qeorge A. Wyard, of
llontague,and Miss May White, of Stockhridge, Mich., have been sleeping six
%nd five months respectively.Wyard
died recently.Ills prolonged slumber followed an obstinate case of
Ibe grip. For four months he never
(poke a word or^eft his couch. About
"Aug. 1 he moved slightly and murmured
few Incoherentwords, but never
zully regained consciousness. He suffered from a pain In the back of
tj>e head. .At death he weighed less
tnan fifty pounds, although when In
Health he weighed 170 pounds. Miss White
baa brief Intervals of waking ngarly every
day,' when she cheerfully predicts her renrery. Her sloop Is so deep that a pin
bu
mncturlng her arm produces no effect.
$ilM White’s remarkable slumber followed
a fall In Ypsllantl, Mich., where she was attending a business college. The Injury lad
(0 an abscess In the loft side and this w.*
followed by spinal fever.
!

%

GOT A TAIL HOLD.

a

DEODORO DA rOMSICA.
General da Fonseca was subsequentlymade
presidentThe emperor, who had reigned
since 1831, and the empress were then placed
on board a steamer In the harbor of Rio
Janeiro and sent off to foreign lands to pass
the remainder of their days. There have
been frequentdisturbancessince the establishment of the republic, but none of them
has attained to tho full dignity of a rebellion.

CUT HER BODY IN PIECES.

St
A

Thereby Ed Jackson Saved Himself, from

The central portion of Shelbyvllle, Ind.,
was thrown Into a fever of excitement the
other day by tho yells of a man at tho entrance of tho Hotel Ray, and soon hundreds of people wore on the spot
Charley Huffman,
merchant, was
the first to arrive, and finding William Loudon prostrateon the stone front
and gasping for breath, took hold of him to
raise him to his feet when ho himself was
thrown on his back In the middle of the
street It was In the midst of a heavy
rain and It was discovered that the
business buildings on the public square

Louis Insane Asylum Authorities
Charged with a Horrible Crime.
pathetic story of the career of an In-

sane girl and an attempt of the local health

were heavily charged with

electricity

and that Loudon had taken

hold

of an Iron post on the veranda and received

a

terrific

shock. Fortunately he fell on a
away from

step, aud this caused him to roll

the post, which probably saved his life. A

wire was attached to him and his electric
charge led off. Many personswore slightly
shocked by stoppingon tbe gratingsat tho
entrancesof buildings and In water on the
sidewalks.

WANTS TO RETALIATE.
Secretary Ru»k Anxlou* to Shut Out Canadian Cattle.
Secretary Rusk Is very determined to
spare nq effort In compellingGreat Britain
to remove her arbitraryregulations now
enforced against American cattle. Live
cattle from this country must be slaughtered within ten days after arrival In Great
Britain, thus affording shippers no time to
restore the cattle to their former condition.
The transportationby rail and water Is
very wearing on cattle, but with a little
time they could recuperate. That time Is
denied them, and tho British buyers knowing that the cattle must bo sold within ton
days, can, by holding off. secure them at a
reduced price. This Is what makes the
SecretaryIndignant,and Is tho cause of his
suggesting. In his annual report, tho rigid
enforcement of the law now In existence
prohibitingImports Into the United States
of all live animals,but which the President
suspended as a matter of friendship to foreign governments.

Tww

FLAMES

IN A

SOAP FACTORY.

A •50,000 Plant at Ho* ton Destroyed— Two
Fire* in Virginia.
J. O. D&vls A Son's large soap factory at
Cambridge,Mass., burned. Loss, 150,000;
fully Insured. A fire destroyed the tannery of A D. Shotwell A Co., In Manchester, Va. Losi, 125,000; partially Insured.
At Luray, Va., the Luray Inn and furniture was destroyed by fire. The loss is
about 1125,000, and the Insurance1100,000.

,

jQt the

crop, the extremes of temperature,

t^e excess of rainfall followed by drought,
^Caualng enfeebledvitality and losa of foli-

ige and fruit,have been unfavorable for a
Urge crop. On the northern border of the
ifcelt killing frosts occurred early. West of
the Mlislssipplthere has been some Improvement during the past mouth. The
season has been very favorable for picking.
Quality Is almost every where reportedhigh,
and the fiber is of good color and unusually free from trash. The yield, as averaged from the county estimates,averages
170 pounds per irere. As killing frosts have
not yet been general In the southern and
western sections of the belt, It Is possible,
with favorable weather following, that current expectationsmaybe sligbtly exceeded.

first formal announcement in

Tho steamer City of Rio Janlero brings
particulars of a serious riot In the province Tho substantial outlines of tho treaty are
of Fukien, China. Tho scene of the trouble concessionsto this country on breudstufrs
and cereals no higher than the duties conIs Tehhua, which was attacked by 3,000

Insurgents.One unfortunatefell Into the
hands of the Insurgents,who nailed bis
hands and feet to a board and cut him up
piecemeal.The city held out for three
days. The Insurgentssoiled a favorable
moment to send a large force under cover
of their own fire to storm the defenses.
The walls were low and were easily
scaled. A bloody struggleensued, resulting In favor of tho attacking party. Their
loader, Ghon, was the first one to leap over,
and rushing straight to the Jail ho first liberated the prisoners and then searched for
the Magistrate and his family. The
Deputy Magistrate was last seen fighting
•aSO.OOO IN ASHES.
hand-to-handagainst overwhelming foes,
Upplncott,Johnson A Co., of Phlladel- disputing every Inch of ground. At last
accounts1,000 Imperial troops were on the
phis, Burned Out.
At Philadelphia fire was discovered In march against the rebels.
the large buildingoccupied by Llpplncott,
NOW PRESIDENT OF CHILL
Johnson A Co., dealers In woolens and
clothing. The flames spread rapidly, and Admiral Jorge Montt’* Election Ratified
befpre the engines reached the scene the
by the Liberal*.
^hole building was In flumes from baseThe Liberal electors of Chill have chosen
ment to roof. Llpplncott,Johnson A Co. Admiral Jorge Montt for President of tha
Carried a full stock of goods, and the damRepublic, ratifying the Con*ervatlvo
age to the building and contents Is roughly choice. Tho Inauguration occurs Dec. 28.
estimated at $230,000.The origin of the The election of Admiral Jorge Montt to the
fire Is unknown,but the general supposi- Presidencyof Chill Is a compliment to a
tion Is that It orlglnatuodfrom gas escap- brave man, whose energy and capacity
ing from a leaky main In the street, or a
wore potential factors In tho overthrow of
•ervlcepipe In the store being Ignited by tho tyrant Balraaceda. He was one of the
coming In contact with the fire In the heat- first to engage In open rebellion against the
fr In the basement. Adjoining were the dry
late government, and planned the seixure
goods house of Williams,Yerkes A Co. and of the men-of-war that did so much to win
the hardware house of Graham, Emlen A
for the Oongresslonalist party the recogniPassmore. Their goods were considerably tion of the belligerents’ rights. Admiral
damaged by water.
Montt Is In the prime of life and Is regarded

’

(

ANOTHER CUT

IN OIL.

The Standard Company Makes a Further
Reduction at Ht. Louts.

Company, the local representative of the

* At Bt. Louis the Waters- Pierce Oil

Standard Oil company,

made

Its

reduction In the price
of oil since In 1888 it Inaugurated
fight against the International Oil Company. Since the beginning
thirty - fifth

a

of the fight the price of oil In St. Louis has

reduced

cents a gallon. The InCompany announces It will
meet this cut of the Standard Company's

been

ternational Oil

representatives
and the fight wiH continue.

1

There May Be

Lynching.
' AtCrotheravlllo,
Ind., In an unprovoked
quarrel, Henry Murphy, a prominent young
a

boalnessman, was shot twice and probably
fatally Injuredby Allen Bryant, a dissolute
fellow. Bryant was hurried across the
Country In the darkness to Jail, but the excitement Is Intense. Should Murphy die
Bryant will probably be hanged by tbo Indignant people.
Frederick Mathushek Dead.
> Frederick Mathushek, the Inventor,
whose piano Improvementsare In general
use all over the world, died at his home In
New York. Although his inventionswould
have made him enormouslyrich had ho
patented them, he gave them to the world,
and died a comparatively poor man. He
waa born In the palace at Manhelm, Germany,, In 1614, and early developed great
mechi
hanlcal genius.

j Preferred Death to the Poor House,
j Victor Llodholm, a drunken Omaha
tailor,committed suicide by banging while
a friend was trying to secure his entrance
to the poor house.

_

Has Dismissed tho Case,
i The Court of Uaims has dismissed the
alts of the States of Indlaua, Ohio, and
Illinoisagainst the United States to recover
the t per cent, fund retained from the tale
of the

CumberlandGap Koad.

Germany.

DEFENDS THE CHINESE.

ly

Consul la Yenesuela.

The Presidenthas appointed Peter Blaudella United Statee Ouaeul at Oludad
BoUrar, Y<

byHau J

-

plains, but

In tho ulr and landed 100 yards away.

An Oregon Hank Robbed.

The Farmers’Mortgage qnd

inteatfaalwarfarebegotten In your vital* by

7*7

Nothing comparableto it for remedying ecu.
•lekneeeor th* kindred nauaewfrom which

many

deliout* land trareler* auffer. Dyspepsia,

liver oil.

cramps, oomtlputtnnand biliousness alto are
(availablyand promptly remedied by th* Bit-

Milk, the emulsion of but-

tan. Exposurein rough weather Is often product! r* of hurtful oonsequenoet. whloh may,
the timely us* of the
an agreeablawarmth
---- - ---- and promote* an aotlva
circulation of th* blood In tbe extremities
when benumbed and chilled. Malaria, klduey
jygbls^jjtenaaUsmand debilityan remedied

ter, is

Scott's

Emulsion of

cod-liver oil is an easier food

than cod-liver oil.
for

Paid In Kind.

It is rest

digestion. It stimulates,

helps, restores, digestion;
and, at the same time, supplies the body a kind of
nourishment it can get in no

triously at

I got enough she's going to got me a
new ax. ”

an easier food than

butter.

------

The outgoing Western A Atlantic passen-

ger train was thrown off the curve by train
wreckers at a sharp curve, eight miles from

Taking butter from milk
was known in the earliest
times. It was left for our
time to make a milk of cod-

th* mu'* commotion beggar* description.
What'* tha proper cuper under th*M ciroumUnoee? Take Hoatetter’a Stomach Bitten.

other way.

NtwYo*80*"**

S°u<h J«k Areeee,

Your dnlxgkikeep* Scott’.EauUon ofeod-Uvar
o»l— *11 dni(gl*uavvywher*do. |i.
as

much

A NATURAL

_

„

_ .

.

m

...

%

m

„

UKADY

FUJI

EpilepticHti, Falling Sickness, Hysterics,

St

Titus Dance, Nervousness,

Hypochondria,Melancholia, Inebrity, Sleeplessness,Du-

a

_

^

The

soldier’s life on the
Atlanta, Ga., and It Is reported that six
A man who has practiced medicinefor forty
that she said was new.
men wore killed.
years ought to know aalt from *ugar ; read what
She declared that the soldiershad now
be **ys:
Toledo, 0„ Jan. 10, 1887.
much greater comforts than in her day and
ReligiousRiot In Persia.
Meaira. 7. J. Cheney & Co.— Gentlemen— I
the consequence was that they were a much
During a religious riot in tho villageof
have been In th* general practice of medicine
better class of men.
Mazanderan,Persia, tho house of Gen. for moat forty year*, and would aay that in all
as a man of rare executive capacity. The
my
practiceand experience bar* never aeon a
Baadat
Yooly
Chan
was
sot
on
fire
and
the
preservation of order in tho republic will
preparation that 1 could prescribewith as much
THREE TIMES AND OUT.
General and twenty other persons killed.
require all his firmness of character,while
confidenceof success as 1 can full's Catarrh
he has no easy task before him In the ad- Matthew Depuy Again Elopes with HI*
Cure, manufacturedby you. Have prescribed
LATEST
MARKET
QUOTATIONS.
it a great many time* and It* effectIs wonderjustment of the latematlonal difficulties
Brother’sWife.
ful, and would say In conclusion that I have
which the rashness of the Chilianshave
yet to find a case of Chtarrhthat It would not
For tho third time In eight mouths MatCHICAGO.
brought upon the young government
mre. If they would take it according to dlreothew Depuy, of Newburg, N. Y., has eloped Cati lx— Common to Prim* ..... W.50
Sons. Yours truly,
Hoos-8hl|iplng
Grade* .........3.50
with
the
attractivewife of his brother, SnKEr— Fair to Choice ..........8.00
L. L. GORSUCH, M. D.t
LIVE STOCK EXHIBIT.
Office, 215 Summit St.
John M. Depuy, taking with them one child W MAT— ho. 3 lied ...............00
68
We will glre 1100 for any cum of Catarrh that
Sheep Breeder* Favor Reducingthe Time of tho woman and leaving the other for her Coa»-No.2 .......................
auroot be cured with Hall's Catarrh Core*
Oatb-No. 2 .......................
82
to Thirty Days.
husband to care for. The deserted hus- RTX-No. 2. .......................
Taken Internally,
09
Previous to final adjournmentof the band has apparently given up his faithless B utter— Choice Creamery ....... 98
7. J. CHENEY & Co., Props., Toledo,
ST Bold by Druggists,75c.
NationalSheep Breeders’Association Con- spouse forever and has made no effort to Cseksk— Full Cream, flat* ....... 12
Eoo*-Fre*h.......................
21
vention at Buffalo, John L Thompson, of find her. John has decided to sell out hl« PoTATOE»-New, perbu .......... 25
A Big Mule.
Arcana, Ind., and S. H. Todd, of Wakeman, household goods and return to Montgomery,
INDIANAPOLIS.
Marshall,
Mo
. Is a great place for donCATTtS-BhJpnlM ...............8.2J 0 5.75
Ohio, were appointed a committee to pass N. Y., and board with his brother Matkeys and their kindred. Besides selling
Boos-ChoiceLight ..............
8.50 09 4.00
upon all entries for the next American fat thew’s wife and her three small children.
SMxr-Uommonto Prime. ..... S.U) 0 4.00
13,000 mules every year there haa been
stock show, to be held In Chicago.ResoWhiut— No. 2Red ...... 7. ........ 91
raised In the vicinity s mu'e which is
FORETOLD THE EXPLOSION.
Cobk— No. 1 White .............. Mh
lutions were passed that It would be better
Oat*— No. 2 White ............. i!
8 years old and 20 hands high. A mule
to reduce the time of the live stock exhibit
BT. LOUIS.
Three Men Blown to> Atom* In an Accident
G feet 8 Inches high Is such a curiosity
at the World’s Fair from ninety to thirty
Catilk ...........................
Predicted by a Spiritualist.
that they are taking It around to all the
Hf o* .............................
days; that no limit to the time of ownercounty fairs and exhibiting It as a sort
At
Clipper Gap. Cal, the giant powder Wheat— No. 2 Red ...............
ship of animals previous to their entrance
of a side show, and tho gate money in a
works blew up. James Hamilton was blown Co>«-No. 2 ......................
was necessary;and that the date of entries
OA-ra-No. 2 .....................
single day sometimesamounts to ^joo.
to atoms, nothing being found of him but Ltk — No. 2 .......................
close thirty days previous to the opening of
one finger. Ah Han, a Chinaman, was
CINCINNATI.
the Exposition. The next meeting of the
Artificial bitter almonds are now
killed,and only his queue was found. Joseph Cattle ........................... 8.50 0 5, CO
association will be held In Chicago about
produced at a triflingcost, and with
8.00 ^ 4.95
U°u* .............................
Peppln,
a
resident
of
Santa
Cruz,
was
badly
Nov. 15, 1891
8.00 0 4.50
such deceptive skill that they can scarcecut about the head. Ho leaves a wife and
.95 0 .98
ly be detected when used as an adulterGOOD AT DODOINO LAWS.
Conx-No.
2 ......................
.54 0 .68
six children. Buildingswere shaken down
Oat ,-No. 2 Mixed ...............
ant of the genuine. They consistchiefly
.S3 0 .85
and
ruined.
It Is claimed that the exploSaloonkeepersIn -an Ohio Town Get
DETROIT.
of grape sugar. This Is flavored with a
sion was predicted by a spiritualist who Cattle ........................... 8.00. 0 8.00
Around an Ordinance Easily.
very small quantity of nltro-benzole,and
had been threatenedwith tar and feathers IIOOB, eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeettee 8.00 0 4.00
Tho Hon. Mills Gardner,ex- Congresswhen pressed In molds the product is
8.00 0 4.(0
If be did not leave town.
WH^No.YRed;man, of Washington Court-House. Ohio,
made to resemble the natural seed very
Cobx-No. 2 Yellow ..............
was elected to the Counciland introduced
closely.
THOUSANDS OF LIVES LOST.
Oat»-No. 9 White ...............
an ordinance which passed, compellingsaTOLEDO.
The Only On* Beer Printed-GenTen Find
loonlststo take down everthlng between Details of the Earthquake In Japan Re- WHEAl^-New ....................
the Word?
Coax-No. 2 Yellow ...............
the windows and the Interior of the saceived at Washington.
Oaw— No. 2 Whit* .....
There Is a 3-lnch displayadvertisement
loons. Tho saloon Ists took down their
A telegram from the Japanese Govern- Btb .......................
In this paper this week which has no two
screens, In compliance with the ordinance, ment has been receivedby Mr. Tateno, the
BUFFALO.
words alike except one word. The same is
and then la, they went outsideand painted Japanese Minister at Washington, giving Bebt Cattle .................
true of each new on* appearing each week
Live Hoo* ..........
.........
the windows black. This knocks the effect an account of tho earthquake In Japaa
from The Dr. Harter Medicine Go. This
Wheat- No. 2 Red ............... ...
..
of the ordinance In the head, as the screens According to the telegram received by Mr. Corn -No. 2 .......................
house places a “Orescent" on everything
$
MILWAUKEE.
made are on the outside of the saloon,and Tateno, 8,500 persons were killed,9,000 were
they make and publish. Look for It, send
Wheat-No S Spring .............91
the laugh Is on Gardner.
them tbe name of tbs word, and they will
Injured, 75,000 houses were totally de- Cobe-No.8.^ ..................65
return yoa book, beautiful lithographs,
Oaw-No I White ..... .........
stroyed, and 12,000 were badly damaged.
GUARDING THE DONVICTS.
or SAMPLES FREE.
Bye— No. l ........................
..
B ABLET— No. 2 .........
.58
EXPLOSION
IN
A
MINE.
Measures Taken to Repel Further Attacks
PoBK-Mee* ...................... li.oo
Biddeford, Maine, has a blind man—
of Tennessee Miners.
NEW YORK.
J)ariu* Perkins by name— who can kill
One Man Killed and Five Others Injured Cattle ..........................
3.50
A Nashvilledispatchsays; John Andera rat or monse with his can« as quickly
Near LeadvIUe, CoL *
•••• ••••••••«•••..400
son and William Rotta, of Bomerset, Ky.,
as a cat could attend to the Job.
A terrible accident occurred at Ih^Busk
S 4.25
started for Nashvillethe other day with a
IS 0 LOS
Tunnel near LeadvIUe, OoL A ibot of giant
Modesty Is to merit as shades to figcarload of escaped convicts they had repowder had failed to explode, and one of Oate— Mixed WMUni
\’ **
A8
ures In a picture, giving It strength aad
captured. They had forty-nine, which at the men attempted to remove It A tent•••.••a.... .SO l
beauty.— Bruyera.
Foma-New Mm*.
........... ie.»

In delineating tho

,
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A Hoosler of twelve years was Induswork upon a pile of wood In
MRS. CUSTER’S LECTURE.
’ bis mother’s back yard, when he was
Destructive HurricaneIn Hpaln.
! approachedby a playmate
Addresses a Large Audience Concerning A hurricane swept over Cblclana,Spain,
"Hello, Ren,’ said tho youngster, “do
Army Life on the Plains.
and did Immense damage. Tho town of you get anything for cuttln’tho wood?"
Mrs. Ouster, wife of General G. A. Custer, Segura Is Inundated, It bridges destroyed
“Well, 1 reckon I do," replied Hen.
talked of army life on tho Western plains and Its streetsImpassable. Many cattle
“Ma gives mo a cent a day fer doin’ It"
have
been
drowned.
In the chapel of Grace Reform Church, New
"What you goln’ to do with yer
York. The lecture was give for tho benefit
money?"
Rad Wreck In Georgia.
of the church,whoso congregationnumbers
“Oh, she’s rovin’ It for me, and when
sarily borrowed hero and there from books

A

World’s Fair appropriationbill.
n°j * kumye. Purely
work has boon too Iqng delayed. The vegeUble perfectly harmliM ill
time Is very short Not a day of It any conditionof the system,
Hurled by Steam.
World** Dispensary Msdical AsM. E. Jockey's planing mill, at Bundrldge, should be wasted
Ontario,was wrrockodby tho explosion of a
sociation,
Proprietors, No. 009 Main
Rocked In the Cradle of the Deep
boiler. James Turnbull,tho engineer,waa
Street, Buffalo, N. Y,
ound*
nice, doaia’t it? But O, how fMt and
driven through two partitions.Both his
logs were broken and he was terribly furious are the rocking* In rough weather I The

-

New

1

..

Havings
A Female Mlaalonary Write* that They Bank, of Summerville,Ore., was entered by
Were Provoked by Insults.
two masked men, who at tho point of a pl§Miss Casale Fitzsimmons, of Hamilton, tol compelled the cashier to give up about
Ont., a missionaryIn China, has writtenher 14.800 In cash. The robpers, who are yet al
sister denying the reports lately published at liberty,are supposed to bo residents of
about the Chinese uprising against the the neighborhood.
missionaries She says they have suffered
Nine Miners Killed.
no serious Indignities and that their work
In tho Anaconda copper mine. Butte Olty,
has been Interfered with very llttla She
Mont., eight miners were swept off an asalso says that the Chinese were provoked
cending cage by tho fall of another,and
by unwarrantedInsults from Europeans all were precipitated a distance of 1.200 feet,
and that they merely resentedthese lusults
Heath was Instantaneous. Tho mines are
as Americans would do under the same circlosed on account of the accident, and the
cumstances.
flags at half-mast

friends of tho lecturer. Mrs. Custer neces-

SeiM

Pleaifag

Two nice- effectually cleansethe aystem when ooetlvo
dressed lltt!o girls had Just dismounted or bilious.For sale in 50e and tl bottUo
from their long eared steeds, and 1 saw
by all leading druggists.
them glance at the lame child, and whisper eagerly to their father. Tho gentleA naturalist tried to enter Dulaman approached the woman, and, lift- burg, Prussia, with a collection of buting his hat politely,said: uMy little terflies without the paymeut of duty,
girls are anxious to enjoy the pleasuro but aa the custom-houseagent thero
of giving your daughter a ride." The classed them as "poultry," because they
lamd child's pale face flushed crimson had wings, they had considerable delay
Cuffed by an American.
with surprise and pleasure; and tho poor before the agent's superior succeeded In
The American Charge d’Affalres at Mad- woman looked equally delighted.The convincing him that ho came under the
rid, Mr. Newberry, became Involved In a child was soon In tho saddle and wont classification of "Jackasses "
street brawl Noticing some ladles expos- twice over the course. Meantime her
How to Do It.— A good way to get evea
tulating In vain with a driver because of entertainerswere whispering together,
his cruelty to an overburdened horse, Mr. and when she was taken down the elder with your neighbor whom you non’t like la
Newberry remonstrated with the driver. sister wont up to her and slyly slipped to buy his boy a drum. The easiest way to
get rid of a bad cough or cold Is to buy a bottle
The man then became Insolent and Mr. Into her hand a box of candy. I dare- of Dr. White'sPulmonarla. It cures coughs*
Newberry boxed his ears. The driver and say those little girls have forgotten colds, asthma, bronchitis, croup, whooping
some companionsthen attempted to show their act of kindness by this time; but I cough and consumption. It is entirely
fight,but, cowed by Mr. Newberry’s man- do not believe the child or her mother harmless and pleasant to take.
ner, they contented themselveswith a tor- have forgottenIt, or ever will The
A mob la a monster with heads enough,
rent of vile language and endeavor to Incite pleasures we prepare for ourselves fade
a riot against “the foreigner.n Policemen and perish. The good and kind actloni but no heart, and littlebrains.
who witnessed the affair disregardedMr. we do for others last to all eternity.—
Newberry’s demand for tho arrest, of the Our Dumb Animals.
driver, claiming that they could not do so
Take an Air Hath.
until a formal complaintwa* lodged against
Every
woman
has evil hours when she
him with the superior authorities.Tho
Is too restless to keep still and too dull
driver was, however, finally arrested on
and heavy to do anything. She saya
the charge of Insulting Mr. Newberry.
she Is nervous. Her color loses its fresh
ness/ her eyes their brightness, her exTho Country Clrcuf.
The opening production of tho “Country pression all Its delicacy.She looks a
Circus” at McVIckor’s Chicago Theater was coarser and less IntelligentIndividual.
made before an audience that tested ^9 Now, the latest remedy proposed for
capacityof tho house, and was quickly con- this distemper Is tho air bath. Lock
ceded to bo a success. Nothing exactly Uks your doors If you would test It tho next
this entertainment has ever before been time the blue! declare themselves and
offered to the Western public, and no such disrobe entirely, taking an air bath, In
lavish equipment has over enhanced a pro- tho sunshine If possible, for five or ten
duction.At times tho stage was a bewilder- minutes This will act as a total alteraing muss of moving color, gorgeouslyat- tive to the oppressed,rost’essstate of
w vw
building tp
tired men and women and caparisoned the nervous system. It does better
:b, if one has al- of the entire ajitem follow* tha nag
horses and other animals. As a stage than a water bath, which
________ w.
pageant It has never boon equaled In thla ready been taken In th' morning,
cm- of Dr. Fierori Favorite Praaerip*
or any other country. Tho play can now be not bo always repeated with 'perfect tbn. It1* am invigorating,restoresafety. After tho air bath dress again
seen at McVlcker’s.
lowly, donning completelyfresh linen tive tonlo, soothing oordial and
and some crisp an'd rather new gown. bracing nervine — and a certain
Fatally Injured.
The sailorson tho schooner J. V. Taylor The freshness of external attire Is In- remedy for all the functional dewere merrily singing “Holgh-hol" as they fallibly soothing.— New York Recorder. rangements,painful disorder! or
raised tho mainsail four miles out In the
The New York World says editorially, chronic weaknesses peculiar to wolake off Chicago. Without warning, the
"The concern of New Yorkers for the Fair men. It improves digestion,entackle holding tho centerboard was disla not local, but national and broadly riches the blood, dispels aohei and
placed, and there was a crash on deck. Ole
Johnson, a sailor, was struck In tho head patriotic. The Fair Is a great national pains, melancholyend nervousness,
by tho block and received probably fatal enterprise. Tho credit of the nation Is brings refreshingsleep, and restores
pledged to It Tho pride of the nation Is
Injuries.John BUmor, another sailor, got
Involved In It As Americans, all New flesh and strength. For periodical
a bad scalp wound. Tho Taylor ImmedU
Yorkers desire that It shall be an exhi- pains, internal inflammation and ulatcly went back to the harbor, and Johnbition worthy of tho republic.As New ceration.
n. leuoorrheaand kindred allson was taken to tho marine hospital
Yorkers, they very earnestly deslro that ments,
. it is a
n positive
positive speoifle-^a
Bllmer's wounds wore dressed, and ho went
tho Empire Slate shall bo adequately
back to the schooner.
guarantied one. If it fails to giva
renrosentodthere. 'I he bill for that
purpose lost year was unpatrlotlcally satisfaction,in anv case, the money
Two Firemen Killed.
Two Cincinnati firemen were killed and sacrificed In a miserable partisan squab- paid fer it is refunded. No other
has boon
.... ..A year of pro< Ions time
•lu,o "ma
uuuu i medicine for women is sold on these
four badly injured by the breaking of a ble.
ladder. Tho picture frame establishment lost, and If Now York is not to be most terms. With an ordinarv medicine,
of Oscar Onken caught Are In the cellar and unworthily represented and placed In a it nnn’t
».
In a few minutes tho building was envel- false and humiliating position, action
,
,^6
maker* prove
oped In flames. An employe named Myere the new Legislature Just electedmust
was In tho cellar at tho time. His escape aa prompt as 1 ossiblo. The Legislaturetheir faith in it Contains no aloo*
was cut off, but ho was finally rescuedby will assemble on tho 1st of January. Its hoi to inebriate; no syrup or sugar

ceded to Austria-Hungaryby tho new
treaty with that country. These duties
are about ono-half those charged upon
similar products from other countries. scalded. William Cassidy had a leg aud an
Germany make* tluso concessionsIn return arm broken. Tbo boiler rose eighty feel
for the free entry of beet root sugar.

A

also looking on at tho ridera.

authorities to dispose of her dissectedbody
hpfmrylng it In the potter’s field without
tho knowledge of her mother, who Is a
wealthy resident of St Louis County, has
come to light In Bt Louis. Tho girl was
Miss Maggie Long. She was made Insane
by overstudy and committed to the city
asylum. She was taken with consumption
and It soon became only a questionof time
before death would relieve tho sufferer.
The mother arranged with the asylum attaches that when tho end of her daughter
approached she should at once bo summoned. The girl died, but no notice was given
to any of her family. The next day a post
mortem was held, and after tho body had
almost been cut to pieces, City Undertaker
Bheehan was notified to bury It in the
potter’s field. The last rites were to have
been performed, but an hour before the
time of tho burial Mrs. Long called at the
asylum to see her daughter.She was at
first refused admittance,but when she InRECIPROCITYW ITH GERMANY.
sisted upon seeing her daughter she was
usheredInto the room of tho dead. A scene Detail* of tho Treaty to He Presentad to
followed which will never bo forgotten by
the Reichstag.
COTTON CROP REPORT.
the attaches present The remains were
Tho now reciprocitytreaty with Germany will probably bo announced at tho
Betnrns for November Not Favorable for a finallyInterred In St Louis Cemetery.
coming meeting of tbo German rolchstag.
Large Yield.
THE CHINESE INSURGENTS WIN.
Tho details have been perfected and tho tho firemen, who carriedhim to a place of
^ The cotton returns of the Department of
Agriculturefor November are not favor- Tehhua Capitulate*to an Attack of 3,000 treaty has been made, but the Gorman safety. Ho was badly burned about the
Minister asked tho privilogo of making tho bead and upper part of tho body.
4ble for a high rate of yield. The lateness
Rebel*.

the Consequence ol a Hull’s Fury.
Ed Jackson, a colored man In the employ
Of Farmer 0. D. Dow, nenr Scranton, Pa.,
had a narrow ^escape from the horns of a
vicious Durham bull. Jackson had been
salting Farmer Dow’s cattle In the field,
%nd was about to start for the house when
the bull made a lunge at him. The colored
man Jumped to one side Just In time to let
the bull puss him. Again the mad animal
bounded toward him with lowered horns,
and Jackson dodged, ran behind the bull
and grabbed him by the tall The bull
whirled round and round In his endeavor to
gore Jackson, bellowing so loud that the
Cattle took fright and went cantering to a
distant part of the lot with t lelr tails In
the air. The bull yanked Jackson around
’at a high rate of speed, but his wind was
good and he clung to the tall until the bull
had become so completely cowed that ho
started on a run across the field. Then
Jackson let go of the tail and took his time
to get out of the lot

Band of Merey Gill*.

was In Control Park, In New York,
ind stood watching the children Uke Of health and strengthrenewed and of taa*
their donkey rides. A very poor look- and comfort follow! the uae 01 Syrup of
ing but neatly dressed woman, with a
Flga, aa It aeta In harmony with uatnre to
little girl who walked on a crutch, was
I

llness, Brain and Spinal Weakness*

This medicine has direct action upon
the nerve centers,allaying all irritabilities, and IncreMlng the flow and power
of nerve fluid. It is perfectlyharmless
and leaves no unpleasant effects.

FREElEisSiEp
i“S.tESK&,Sfa
KOKNIO MED. OOm

Chicago, Ilk

geld by Drwggtatsetai per Betti*,

Leree Six*. tLTS.
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Starts

Bottles for ••.
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THE SMALLEST Pig IN THE WORLD

a

have all the virtues of th* larger

I

•
TUTT’S
•tiny liver pells*

om>*;a

receive due recognition. Hence, when

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
G.

VAN SCHELVEN,

u

new project tike

.

THE MARKETS.

T o Illustrate

Grand River
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•

Editor.
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. Every new subscriberto the

City News
nme

until

will receive the

January 1, JS9Sy

1

Sh

1

.

am

Holland

piper from
paid

open the eyes lowest
of our neighbors, near and distant.
The contemplated waste of so much
money must he at the expense of
the needed and often neglected improvement of the many harbors along
t|,jg s)lorc. Let the press of the several

tion will be sufficientto

in advance.

The Wholesale Dredging of
_ Grand River.
|

and from now on we
a renewed agitation of

about to meet,

pi

ices.

.

.

Everybody remarks. But

S

this fine

&

weather is killing

You can find all kinds of

1M

1 50
8

(.4
..i

vs
1 75
10

i :w

i.t

1

have

a big

supply of

such us

California Pears,

4*1

.Nice

60

Oui'iEBVI bushel ..................

A POPULAR FAMILY.

7

EEADY-MADE

Jennjk: “ How is It, Kate, that you always
srem to ‘ catch on ’ to the last new thin? ? Do
what I may, you always seem to get ahead
of me.”
Kate: “I don’t know: I certainlydo not
make any exertion In that direction.”
Jennie: “ Well, during the last few months,
for example, you have taken up painting,

ambition of Grand Rapid?, this scheme, before the Grand Rapids
to become a lake port. board of trade has succeeded in foisFormal notice has l>een served by her, toning it upon Uncle Sam as a permathat to this ambition she is ready nent, chronic mendicant, absorbing
henceforthto sacrifice all otherconsid- annually the lion’s share of a common
bounty.
crations, politically and otherwise.
Another observation we desire to
Elsewhere in this issue we give the
result ofthe latest annual exploit by the make is with referenceto the city of
Grand Rapids board of trade along the Holland locally. Our congressman-

Gradually due cognizanceis also be-

Cranberries,

Sweet Potatoes.

Aud Intend

to Sell

the

insertion in

Tomatoes, etc.,

Them.

If

without any teacher ; you came to the rescue
when Miss laifargo deserted her Deihartcclass
so suddenly, and certainly wo are all Improving in grace under your Instruction; 1 heard
yon tellingTommy Eames Inst evening how
nis club made mistakes in playing baselwll:
you Boom to be up on all the latest1 fads,’ and
keep almost everything in the know Just what to do under all clrcumsuncea;
watch, clock, jewelry and fdlverware you entertain beautifully;and in the last
month you have improved bo In health.owing,
line. Come and look over what I have.
you tclf me, to your physicalcultureexerelnei
A sight generally means a sale in
where do you gut all of your information
from in thia Mtue out-of-thc way place?— for
you never go to th® dty.”
I repair watches, clocks, jewelry, and
Kate: “Why, Jennie, you will make me
do elegant engraving. I have beat vain. I have only one source of information.
tools, highest skill, and work for hon- ^)titit is surprising how it meets all wants. I
seldom hear of anything new but wh.it
est prices, and N. B. P. jobs always very
the next few days bring mo full information

place.

my

^

give a reduction of

I

OFF

1-4

HUSEN,

of the Regular Marked price on all

OVERCOATS.

This is fully.two
months ahead of the regular clearing sale, and enables the buyer to

men.

get the use of an overcoat for win-

Bhkyman
'91.

ter at

low priees.

tf.

KanteksBros.

Remember, thissale lastsonly
two weeks, and is Net

NELSON W. NORTHBOP
as

GEORGE

Bottling Works,
Cor. 10th and
I

Maple

Wm.

i

have been troubled with
rheumatism and have experimented
with different medicines off and on,
but without relief. This winter I was
four years 1

ot*ler meritorious enterprises

to^a^w^

correspondinglycrippled

dealer to Rend for rntalogae, eecnre the
agency, aud get then for yea.

Sts-

Holland,Mich., Nov.

6,

1891.

1-4 Bottles

"

$0.90

EJ.BsmmTos.
New

Fall Goods.

.S.rf.'JSISEjSSn
wax

|

Latest Styles.

A

Full Line of the

OlfbraM

.larbon

Corset Waists.

(

further

comments upon

suspend

pearance of

Men’s Suits,
Store

-

OliiitliS PROMPTLY FILLED.

ap

his

—

Co.

Working suits for

|

se

&

$.7.00 at

Wm.

Brtis

T.

Holland, Mich., Aug.

portioned to each stale.

The

be

latter is

For Sale by G. J. Van Duron Eiuhih
Street, Holland, Midi.

FARM

of

Black Lake is still in the market.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 1, 1891.

The

Choicest

and

Best SelectedStock

far the trade of the season can

Farmer’s Produce.

a _

up-

'ja*1

be found In

Till! IMH’RLF STOKI!

Implements

OF

-ATLYCEUM OPERA HOUSE.

those that bring hay to market.

J.

Austin Harrinoton.

A Card.

Holland, Mich., Sept. 1,

’91.

32

3m

mosl essential feature Id the m*|»» ; „ls.
AmlenKm^,! family, in-----— -----tion of each river and harbor bill, for eluding Mrs G. K. Gaines, ami Mr.
All operationsknown to the denupon it hinges the ultimate success of Henry Ruck, her blotlier, in now leav- tal profession skillfully performed by
the measure with the membership of >ug for Richmond, Va.. desire to ex- experienced operatorsat the Central
DRESS GOODS and FLANNELS
36tf
thp TTnimp or thn
l'r(ss ,hc,r f'1 icv rest thanks to the Dad d
the House. Of the given amount many kind friends in Holland and
BLANKETS and COMFORTERS
----— ---agreed upon by the committee as the vicinity, also to Cant. Morton and bis
Read This:
LADIES’ ane CHILDREN’S UNmaximum sum for the year’s appropri- crew of the Life Saving Station, for Dr. F. J. Sellout en: Dear Sir— About
DERWEAR,
ations, each locality,or State, or yroun of l,lel1r ('''»ti»ued and very grateful sym- three months ago I bought a l>ox of
your
antirheumatic
pills
and
after
usharbor.,,
of
mtufled adlictions.
llmlrhZ11'™''‘n
ling one half of them I find myself in IMPORTED AND DflJIESTIC YARNS,
4‘j allotted portion,in order that all may
Holland, Mich., Nov. 5, 1891.
por-fect health. Last year 1 went toMt.
Clemens, Mich., and although I <>b- German Knitting, Germantown,Spanish. Coral, Saxony, Etc.
tained relief there, it did not cure me.
At the urgent desire of some of my
Highest of all in Leavening Power.— Latest U. S. Gov’t Report
friends I tried your anti rheumatic
A Full Line of
pills with the aliove happy result I
deem them the best I have used and I
Linen stamped goods, Hosiery, Fashave tried nearly everything.
cinators, Chenille Table Spreads,
Respectfully Yours,
Gents’ Furnishing Goods and UnWill Breyman.
derwear— all sizes— the largeststock
Holland,
tf.
in the city.

sows*

Monday

Eve’g, Nov. 16,

Agents for the Whitely

!

Mich.

Money can be earned in spare time
by good reliablemen arid women as local agents for the wai ranted fruits,
flowers arid trees of J. E. Whitney,
Rochester, N.

Y.

Yearly salary

is

paid for steady work and a permanent
honorablebusiness is quickly built up.

:

;

80-4

in.

v

GROCERIES,
AND
.

.

FAiyilLY SUPPLIES

Prompt Delivery at all Hours.

Hnllanrl. Mich Clol

oo

luni

Solid

Steel Binder, the great open end
Harvester Binder for successfully

THE FISK

cutting all lengths and kinds
grain.

n^„jU

I

Flieman&Son’s,
River Street. Bollard, Mich.

Parlors.

aUt.,,

ABSOLUTELY PURE

75 shoe for

_ _

1891.

ton dock property,at the head

Co.

__

and durable.
V name and
stamped on tbe bottom of each shoe.
, W. L. DOUGLAS, Brockton.Mass.
_

A FULL LINE OF

the

amount

28,

Gents’ Furnishing Goods
Hats and Caps— Fall and
Winter Outfit.

NOTE.— The well-known Harring-

make-up of the congressional river munily. they would render their felHighest cash price for all Count ry
and harlK»r appropriationbill by
angers a real good seivcc. ' If I Produce. Potatoes and Apples a speHouse committee, two important fae- there is anything needed for our rural cialty.
torsgoveru: 1) the official reportsamll^pulaiinn,>t Is just that kind of j Store, corner of River and Seventh
streets, where I have built a new
recommendationsof the U. S. engi- K11' hcrings Let some one start the wagon scale, for the convenience of
2l the relative

for $1.00 and upwards.
Overcoats for the Season.

—

VAN LANDEOEND.

13-tf

Wm. Brusse &

k-aUICD

Men’s Bants

Call on us for prices.

$3.00 purchase, at

matter.

O

price ore

A Rurachute given away with every

concerned in this
meetings held in this city, for the benIt is well understood that in the ‘ At of the surrounding farming corn-

“VJ

_______ ...

Given Away!

harbon in this 8011,6 of our 1(‘a<li,,‘Gpublic-spirited
State and especia’ly along the east a2riciilturi3tswould start out and
shore of Lake Michigan, are directly mak‘‘ an e(Tort to have one of those

extent to which all the

I
Dywof

Office.

Children’s Suits,

The state board of agriculturehas
Trade at Win. Brusse & Co., and get
arranged for holding farmers’ insti- a Rarachete for the children.
— —
tutes this Winter in about 17 different

annual report.
What we wish to call attention to localitjes of the slate* Places for three
more particularly at this time, is the more ,cma'n l<) *,e selected. Now if

Mere; and

and Shop— Opposite Rost

higher.
T~T.*rr ----

j

all

this particular

feature of the project unlill the

Clothing A Specialty.
LICENSED PLUMBER.

Have a suit made to order at Brusse
& Co. Bants from 14.00 and Suits from
$16.00 and
13-tf

by its lurid offerings.

pressing opinions.’’ In justice to this
official,therefore, we will

ently allow themselvesto be infatuated

Van Landeoend

T.

It U a seamlessshoe, with no tacka or
thread
hurt tbe feet; made ot the beat fine calf, stylish
and easy, and berauss we make more ehoen -J tkOi
grade than any other man^oetartr, It equals handsewed shoes costingfrom 64.00 to 65.00.
OQ fleaalne Hand-newed, the Unest calf
shoe ever offered for 6&00s equals French
Imported shoe# which cost from gliflto 61100.
<CA 00 Hand-Sewed Welt Shoe, One cslf,
stylish,comfortableand durable. The best
shoe ever offered at this price : same grade as custom-made shoes costingfrom 66.00 to MUM.
50 Police Mhoei Farmers, Railroad Msn
m'Ws and Letter Carriers all wearthem;flnecalf,
seamless, smooth Inside, heavy three soles, extension edge. One pair will wear aycar.
ffiO 50 fine cnlfi no better shoo ever offered nt
sPfts this price; one trial will convince those
who want a shoe for comfort and service.
ttO 35 and $3.00 Warklnaman's shoes
sw®e are very strong and durable. Those who
have given them a trial will wear no other make.
$3.00 and $1.75 school shoes are
worn by the boys everywhere; they sell
on their merits, as the Increasingsales show.
Hand-sewed shoe, best
Uongola,very stylish;equals French

to

Dress Goods and Flanel Suitings iu

CITY WATER,

L DOUGLAS

W.

$100

the fact that officially the project of (*ec'ara^ons ma<^e hy

----

TAKE NO SUBSTITUTE..*]

Or

My

AT

A. SEIF.

*K‘

good neighborsat the county seat do of inflammatoryrheumatism.
Jas. A. Brouwer.
seem to apprehend some local benefit
Holland, Mich., July 13. 1891.
from this proposedscheme, and appar-

ftbist

Co.

Holland, Mich., Sept. 10, 1891.
38 ly

^00

thusiasm of the party over the possibilities imagination had in store for
them, Col. Ludlow is simply reported
as having been “rather guarded In ex-

Attorney.

free, at the following rates:

2 “ 1-8

persuaded to try Dr. F. J. Sehouten.s
upon our senators in congress,besides ^ie *D^en^
which this meas- Anti-rheumatic Bills. Two boxes
were sufficientto cure me.
its own member in the lower House, —
bv our congressmanB. Winter.
we cannot see how they can overcome e'ec^ ma-v he inferred from the repeated

him during the
All kinds of metal plate work done
improving Grand River into a naviga- am°ng others, that "while he at the Central Dental Parlors. Call aud
ble stream to the extent contemplated ^ork f()r lhe interests of his see samples.
by the parties al>ove named, stands di9tric't'n general, he would work for
To Whom it May Concern.
condemned. And it will also he no- Grand Rapids, the Grand River and
I am pb-ased to testify that one box
ticed in the glowing account of Satur- Grand Haven in particular.” And I of Dr. F. J. Schouten’s Rheumatic
day’s trip that notwithstandingthe en- strange as it may appear, some of our i Rills has cured me of a severe attack

Post,

have opened my new Bottling Works
east of the Brewery. Am prepared
to furnish

bear: and the hold it apparently has l*iere^y-

urc

&

Brusse

Bottled Beer,

tiie expanse of

trusteeof

B. NORTHROP.
Mortgagee.

stream, as high up as Grand Raphls, is uitous reflectionof our congressmanan impracticable scheme, stands proven elect to the contrary notwithstanding. VitalizedAir administered for the
The objection then to this proposed dainless extractionof teeth, at the delivered
by the nct/rds. For the present howCentral Dental Parlors.
ever, we will not occupy ourselvesin Grand River improvement or dredging
1 doz.
demonstrating this: the opportune scheme is its impracticability and the
Those Pills.
absolute waste of money involved,us
time to do so will come later.
Dr. F. J. Schouten: Dear Sir— For

recordi

* !

The mortgagedpremises to be sold being :
The East half (Vj) of the South F.art quarter
(!<l of Section Twenty two Vti) in Township
Seven Tt north of range fl fteen (15) wcsl. eighty
acres of land, more or less.
Dated August 31st, if®|.

0.

the occasional bestowal of

^

Vim

Default haviDR bora trad® in tba condltioniof
paymeit of a certain mortgage axecakd by,
Robert R. Oliver and Stella E Oliver, bia wife, to
Kelaoo W. Northrop aa traatee of George R.
Northrop, dated Aogaat twenty seventhA. D.
18P6, and recorded in f-a office t.i tbe regiater of
deed* of Ottawa Coun'y, MicLUau, on toe leoond day of SeptemberA. D. 1866, in liber 3? of
mortgagee, on page 167. open which mortgage
there ia claimed to be due at tbe date of thia
noticetbe lum of Three Hundred and Fifty Dollara, and no proceedings at law (or In equity)
having been institut'dto recover the aarne or
any part thereof, Notice ia, therefore,hereby
given that by virtue of the power of tale In aald
mottgage contbine-inud thn statute lo such caae
made and p-ovided.ssid mortgage will be foreclosed by sate at public vendue of the mortgaged
premia, s. to pay the smouLt dun on said mortgage, togttber with interest aril costs of foreclonureand sale, includingtho nitorney fee provided by said mortgag,'at d by luw. Said sale to
take plsce ot the front door of tbe Ottawa County Court Hi, us** nt Grand Haven. Michigan, on

Cash Price.

no prospectsof ever

Holiday Goods.
an unwor- urged as an "improvement'’ of an exAn assorted selectionof Holiday
thy pension operates. as a reflection isting water way. Beyond the above
upon the generous pension system of Holland was never “in it.” The ex- Goods has just been received by us,
perience and better judgment of the and the public is kindly requested to
the government.
call in- and examine. We guarantee
That the so-called improvementof Hollanditeswill ever save them from satisfaction. (). Breyman & Son.
Holland, Mich., Nov. 6, '91. 41-2w
Grand River into a deep, navigable banking on any such assets, the grat-

‘

th® Thirtieth day of November A.
I). 1891. «t one o dock afternoon of said day.

on

—

Cts. Cigar,

Mortgage Sale.

Until colder weather comes, we will

—

1

you are lookingfor

John Pessink,

ready as promised. These are cardi- on th®. subject. Magic? No! Magazine
And a great treasure it is to us all, for it
nal principles with me.

at

"1

MapleSugar

Then smoke the

I

en- verware. Gold Pens, Spectacles, etc.,
bill
above,
wasteful expenditures of luting the government in a ucir enter- until you have examined the stock of
public moneys — that renders the bi- < l,r'se °^,at kind, the scene was shif- C. A. Stevenson. He gives the lowest
prices, and lias the best assortment in
annual passage of that important 10 tirand River, because — such the city.
measure at times so doubtful, and in- was the reasoning— that would be no
Holland. Mich . July 2. 1891. iTtf. v
vites for it so much reproach, just as new scheme, but could lie elas-ified and

Despite these renewed efforts by the 8^own
Grand Rapids board of trade; the inmany
fluence and prestige it can bring

or

The Best 5

was the

etc.

you want something very Hweet, then

Buy Honey

this

Do Not

the there being

Peaches, Apricots, Plums
Pears, Pumpkin, Corn,
If

really fumisbea the readingfor the whole
L. P.
household:father has given up his magazine
River Street Jeweler.
Hint he lias taken for yoara, as bo says thia
one gives more and tetter Informationon
Holland, Mich., Nov. 14, 1891.
the subjects of the day; and mother says
that it is t'
that that makes her «uch a famous
housekeeper.In fact, wo all agree that it is
Night Clocks.
the only really family magazine published,
Used in factories and elsewhere,for as we have sent for samplesof all of them,
and And that one Is nil for men. another all
the use and guidance of night watch- for women, and another for children only,
A reliable article,just received while this one suits every one of us; so wo
Dhly lined to take one instead of several, aud
& Son.
that is where the economy comes in. for it is
Holland, Mich., Nov. 0.
4l-2w only $2.00 a year. IVrlnips vou think I am
too lavish in my praise; but I will let you see
ours. or. better still, send 10 cents to the pubEstimates cheerfullygiven
all lisher. W. Jennings Demurest, 15 East Mth
work connected with City Water pipes. Street.New York, for a sample copy, and I
shall always consider that I have done yon
16
u great favor; and may tie you will Is- cutting
us out, as vou say we have the reputation of
being the best Informed family in town. If
survey
and
estimate
however
the
costs
the congresthat lie so. it is Dcmurest’aFamily Magazine
were
found
to
exceed
their
pile,
and
appropriation
Buy any Watches. Clocks. Jewelry.Sil- Unit uoea jL”

and harbor
of items of like demerit as

Canned Coodk
such us

Overcoats!

hobby of the Hollandites.”Of all the
parties involvednone better than the
along the lake shore, and in a recent
speaker know the above as being farissue of the Allegan Gazette we noticed
thest removed from the truth.
the following emphatic protest:
That exploded canal project is not,
“For another reason we are glad Al- and never was, a hobby of the Hollandlegan county is going out of the conites. As we are credibly informed It
gressional district of Kent. It is that
originated
in Grand Rapids, years ago,
Kent forces into the party platformsa
resolutionfor the “improvement'’ of in the brains of the late editor of the
Grand River. That means attempt- Yankee- Dutch, a defunct weekly publiing to make it by dredging a navigable
cation of that city, and was ultimately
stream as far up as Grand Rapids.
Such a scheme is sheer nonsense, and fathered by the board of trade. The
money spent upon it might better be only, remote relation our citzens have
used ’to perfect the Keely motor, or ever occupiedto that project is that at
Darius Green’s flying machine. In this
one time, when a delegation of Grand
canvass the Democrats berate the Republicans for 8f>-calledextravagantuse Rapids gentlemen representing the
of public funds, but their candidate board of trade came to this city, ourcitistands pledged to get more money to zens gave them a carriage drive along
sink in the sands of Grand River.
the proposed route between Holland
Meanwhile the important harbor at
Saugatuck is neglected and has lapsed and Jcnisonville, and extended to
into a nearly useless stale, though com- them the usual courtesies incident to
mercial interests of great magnitude such a visit. When the canal project
are dependent upon it. Rut not as
was llrst broached it was as an entermany votes can 1* caught by an approprise
o/Grand Rapids, by Grand Rappriation for Saugatuck as by one for
ids, and for Grand Rapids. Upon a
Grand Rapids.”
It is

Figs, Dates,

Fresli

ing taken of this project by the press

sional river

Lemons, Bananas,

N

of the proposed expenditure, and
no doubt our citizens will And it very occasion, "that he had been opposed in
Holland City because he did not apentertainingreading.
prove of the canal idea, which

Michigan Apples,

Florida Oranges,

city,

line

Bakery

We

the Overcoat trade.
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gross to the importance of frustrating
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that at the
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are thus interested call
the attentionof their member ofcon-

elect is reported as
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It is the
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may look for
the above project.
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The elections are over, Congress is
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WliMit V bu«bel....‘. ............
!
He ............................
dredgingscheme, with its very modest
Btrliy W cwl ....................
Corn V uutthel ............ .. .....
estimate of a “half a million’' or there0«t*
P biuliel ..... .. ............
While I do not pretend t' be as exabouts, as a starter, is being spread
Clover sovl fl buihel.
......
tra |K)liUi as the man who held an umout upon the table of estimates, the in- brella over a duck, in the recent rain- Poutors v buihel.... ...........
Flour V barrel.
............
evitnbUeffect thereof upon (ill the hnvlmts storm, still I
Goriiin>-al,boiled. S owr .........
pleased to show
Corumiml.
unboiled.
V
cwl .....
goods at all times to people, whether
in this State becomes inevitable.
ftroutd feed .......................
they wish to purchase or not, as L
Middll')#*P owl ...................
We trust that at this time the mere
satisfied they cannot forever withstand Hr«u V
............. .....
mention of this feature of the situa- the temptation to buy best goods at Hay p ion ........................

of

AUo forWhitelyV Solid Steel

Mower, This Machine is

entirely dif-

TENNESSEEANS

ferent from and Superior to any
other Mowing Machine ever pro-

Til B<

FAJIOIS JlllLEE

duced.

SIMMS.

Plows,

Wagons,
An Evening of Song. Have

a mag-

nificent Male Quartette.

Rlantatiou Melodics, Choruses,Quartettes, Trios, Ducts and Solos.

Cultivators,

Seeders,Hay Rakes,
Buggies,
Carts,

Don’t Fail to Hear Them.
Admission, 3oc; Reserved Seale, 50
At Breyman’s Jewelry Store.

Harrows,
c.

My

Land Rollers,
FeedCutters,
Corn Shelters

•'Wirvv*'

“The Holland Improvement

Merchants’ Mercantile
Agency.

Association.”

PANCAKES ARE

Under the auspices of Messrs. A. J.
Pursuant .to call and jjotwithstandAbbott
and H. D. Hapgood, of Chicaing the uninvitingweather Monday
go, some thhty of the dealers in this
evening, a goodly number of our citizens met in the rooms of the Ottawa city met at the City Hotel, Thursday
County Building Association, to com- evening, and established a local organplete the above organization. The ization designated as above, as a
branch of a general agency whose
canvass of the committee showed that

1).

Is

Buckwheat

fixed at $10,

From

here the parties above

proceededto Zeeland, where it

pro-

GUARANTEE SATISFACTION.

posed to establish a similar organiza-

George A. Wiard, the Montague
man who went to sleep May 1 last, and

How Can

Now

D. Poat,
FUetunc,
Kraiainga,

Lokkvr,
1 W.
Beard
1. 0. Walsh.

U.

Bchont-n,

J.

1

Da Wand,
1 Harkenm,
|G, Van Put ion.

,

Walab.

Koiirn,
Lokkar.
•!. D« Ron
|N. D5Mrr.il,
I

J

J.

|

Dr. J. C.

Van Pmton.

|niom, Jr.,
rketoa,
I A. Mabbe.
lA. Steven 'on.
1 0. Rluck,

(>. J.

Colt*.
I.

Maynard,
mgr,

REASONABLE
PRICE
—
—

is

Holland, Mich.,

SepU

KANTE.RS,

A. M.

And (M Hur (loife of n Whole
Holland, Mich. .Oct. 16, 18IH.

Block of Lotsjnstplaced in Ihe Jlarkel.

Houses and
*

KLEYFS
OF

24. 1891.

Wm. Van

3Der

M-f

:

MULDER & VERWEY,

Veer©

HOLLAND,

PROPRIETOR, OP

Xetherlandinierican

CO.,
$1

Ml,
;

MARKET

CITY MEAT

Mass.

Bli bottle*,$5.

•

house plants, a 6 its. each.
200 Hcgoiiius.from loc to otic Fitch.
100

Chrysanthemums,1.5c

NEW YOHK

Line

Oct.

2:t,

ami

NEW YORK

MALTIMOIIE.to

HOLLAND, MICH.

Cash Paid for Poultry.

Mrs. Cm as. Dupont,
Land St., Holland.
-- ------

A

-

He wise in time. You have too many
gray hairs for one so young looking.
Use Hall s Hair Uenewcr, the best preparation out to cure them. Try it.
There

is

needle-workdesigns and

novelties it heads the list of ladies
monthlies, while its information on
jr to make the association as near- domestic matters renders it invaluable
'representative of the entire city as to housekeepers Its low price places it
ild pro/ecute the work further, iu

hamhurg.

Star line- -

Inman Line—

PHILADELPHIA,to

NEW YORK

ANTWERPEN.

LIVERPOOL.

within the reach of all A year’s subscription at this time will secure the
committee of six was appointed
numbers from now until the end of
nominationsto present suitable 1802. Address, IVtei son's Magazine,
ries to the meeting for the first ofti- Philadelphia, Pa.

full

and complete line

of

BEST

-

reported

-

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.

was

their report

The .Rest Salve in the world for
Cuts, Rruises, Sores. Ulcers, Salt

:

W

lent—
H. Dench,
Rheum, Fever Sores. Tetter, Chapped
i President— A
M. Kanter*.
tary~ John 0. Post,
Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and all Skin
mrer— C. J. De Boo .
Erupt ions; and positivelycures Piles, or
lUve Coniinlileo—W. C. WnlBcb 0. Ver
no pay required. It is 'guaranteed to
lure, C. L. Kina, P OostlDg.0. J. Dlekrme
lablng Geo. 1*. Hummer, (j. J. Kollon,J. W. give perfect satisfaction, onuonev rej. M. Notier.
funded. Price 25 cents per box 'For

1891.

OrdevH taken at the Uouhch when re<i nested
del vered free of eh a nje.

IWORT, LOWEST KATES.
MULDER & VERWEY, Agents,

and Good h

Groiidin t-yatu Hidldinu,

Holland. Mich. Feb.

26,

l-e

obtained reg- ^SHtj^otMugctscWH'Ivc.61'86°f
j

during the winter months, for
1 discussion by all of whatever
tend towards a furtheringof the
d

interestsof the city

and

the

!

BIO- BALiRGEA-IISrS

Our

MOWoodHeating Stove

Furniture of

Carpets in choice
patterns, Parlor Sets and a Fine
Selection .of Rugs.
A

±

VU

i

- - -

LaN

the

1898, at the Hoi-

^

!

te1nti?n

1

pLl Buley

A()

i

Michigan postodlce: A. Bateman,
jleo.

Wohlgemuth.

F.
G. J.

Van Duren,

P.

M.

E.

in

for

$13

Exchange.

Ybhder
Vees.

Holland.Mich., Oct.

..

BROTrVtnBR,

2,

1891.

H.J. (Mrigbt,

H/IVEIR, ST-

BARBER,

,

MICH.

etc.

Custom work

Large Cook Stove

just received at

A R

wheat, Harley,
t of letters advertised for
12,

Lace and Chenille Curtains

88'

Cash paid for Wheat. Rye, Rack-

ending Nov.

all kinds,

At the Pioneer Hardware of

°

ZEELAND,

and a

Old Stoves taken

CUSTOM MILL
F
j U 14
RTF N
^A' I1,

understandingof its citizens. jr
a late hour the meeting ad-

MICH.

i G

*

entire

bership of the association would

n,

1 ly

H-A-RVEST! U

w

monthly meetings of the

HOLLAS

i

was given out that, judging from sale at P. W. Kane.s Drug Store.
mt indications,the association
The consciousnessof having a remId lie called upon at an early date
edy at hand for croup, pneumonia, sore
te active steps in the promotion throat and sudden colds, is very conproject in which all were alike lo- soling to a parent. With a bottle of
.ted. It was also resolved that if I Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral In the house,
tabic place could

to

lions, (jllllEST THE, MOST

Choice Meats constantly on hand.

ild be.

ted

to

RREMEN.

ROTTERDAM.
hi

and

RALTIMORE,

AMSTERDAM and

J

Fresli and. Salt Meats.

1801.

of the association,when appointed, fashions,

They

MICHIGAN.

grecn-hovse, of

DeFeytor,
W. Von dor Veore,

and

:

XorddeotsdieLloyd—

-

NEW YORK,

to 60c.

Palms and cringe trees on hand.
Onlem for bulbs can be gi.cn at the

J.

following,

on or write to

Novelty Wool Works.

•500

bcbuunuaD,

lof the organization.

call

Wood Works,

Novelty

•Applyat J. H.

fl

IS AN

and one Warehouse uptown.

is no Magazine published that
better calculated to please and help
the ladies than Peterson. Iiscontents
are of the kind that furnish at the same
ic committee on enrollment
time entertainment and instruction.
Irted that the canvass for memberIts fictionis from the pens of some of
ip had not been completed,and it the best wiiteis of the day. and is alagieed that the executive eommit- ways good. In the. way of illustrations,

|N. Williams,

Two

Lots,

Lots, the

Plants.

Van Aorooy,
L. L Strong,
P. 0 latlng,
J. Hook.
1). Strovenjana.
T. Ten Houioti,
H. Hatiiug,
J. B. Smith.

IMu'der.

AT

Cor. Eiglitli and. Fish Sts.

J.

jTakkan,

AYER &

Bold by all DruggiaU.Price

J

jVer Fohnre.

PURE WATER,

INDUCEMENT FOR YOU

PREPARED BY

U.
Oie'ema.
tleo. P. llumtuir.
P. J. Zaltmau,
A. A, Finch,
it. O. HaDBon,

Bruis .
Bwtrch.

—

WITH

Cherry Pectoral

Bchapere,
I. De Krtker.
P. W. Kane.
A. ViB'chrr,
K. Harrinnton, Jr..
B. J. DeViiei,
T. Kappa',
J B. Van Oort,
H. Wykhuieen.

0. Peat.
H. McBride.

I

Nodar,

l.r)

Ten City

Ayer’s

Boitnw,

A. K'tr.ters,
De Vi lea,

—

To buy this fall. Please

percent below the regular price, until all
sold. Decided bargains in small job lots of lumber.
We also offer for sale

at 10 to

Canterbury, N. B.,says:
" In the winter of 1859 I was a surveyor of
lumber in Sacramento,Cal. Being considerably exposed, I took a bad cold accompanied with a terrible cough. I tried several
remedies, but they failed to cure roe, and it
was thoughtI was going Into a decline. On
the advice of a friend,I began to use Ayer's
Cherry Pectoral,and less than hall a bottle
completely cured me.’’

I».

U

NIGH GROUND,

it

E. I). Estabrooks,

association

M

do

.

Flooring and Siding*

ings,

Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral, many have been
saved from fatal Illness.

Kanters,
H. Vaurell,
P H. VVIIma,
E. Herold.
J. Pcusluk,
A. SUkotte,
J. Alberti,
M. KleklLtrald.

.Van Bubal v-u,
J.Vao I'uren,

We

Vwr

dow and Doorframes, Mould-

By Using

Will Braymau,
J. A. BrouaoD.
L. Kltg,
E Leedorn,
L. E. Van Dreter,
J.C. Vliiars.
P. Da Kiaker.

W

A

GRAVELED STREET,

“After the grippe — cough. This was my
experience -a hacking, dry cough, with an
Incessant ticklingiu the throat, keeping me
awake nights,and disturbing the household.
1 tried a great number of ‘cough-cures,’but
they gave me only temporaryrelief. At last
I concluded to Like Ayer's Cherry Pectoral,
and before I had used half a bottle,I had
my first all-nightsleep. I continued to Improve, and now consider myself cured." —
A. A. Sherman,Coeymans, N. Y.

:

J.

HOLLAND. MICH.

QUARTER-ACRE LOT

Dane?

Cherry Pectoral,
bronchialtubes become

edy for colds and coughs.’'

imbers of the Associationpresent at
ly regular meeting.

J.

our stock of Over-

ON A

by the use of AyerM Cherry Pectoral.Dr.
J. G. Gordon, Carrol Co., Va.( writes: “I
use Ayer's Cherry Pectoral in my practice,
and pronounceft to be unequalcd as a rem-

Art. VIII. This constitutioncan
amended by a two-thirds vote of the

Benjtmir.pe,
i. O. lltnMug,
.Boot.
|. M. K- uteri,

Still

Can Be Cured

VII. Such by- laws as are not
insistent with this constitution
be adopted by the executive comilttee at any regular meeting.

W. Mokama.

It Is nlso good for many other purpose*. and U tin* lint'sdevlee
you ever have seep.

try Ayer’s

Art.

.

I

of the season.

Humber, Shingles, Lath, Sash, Win-

in joining said Association.

fi

COST

!

•

Art. VI. The annual fee from
icmbers shall be two dollars,payable

Prakken,

close out

-

Sell our large Surplus of Doors we have on hand 20 percent
before the
enlarged or the delicate tissues of
cheaper than regular retail prices. That is to say we
the lungs sustain fatal injury. As
retail at wholesale prices until all Doors are sold.
an anodyne and expectorant,this
preparation has no equal. It soothes
the irritated membrane, promotes
Also close out all our
exj)ectoration,and induces repose.
The worst cough

immitteo

Wiaa,

We

your rest and reduces your strength.

All residents of. the city
ind township of Holland arc eligible
membershipin this Association.
Art. V. Meetings of the Association shall be held from time to time,
ipon call of the executivecommittee,
of live members of said committee,
leetingsofsaid executivecommittee
shall bo held, upon call of the presilent,oi of any two members of said

I.

it lie

i

Has not yielded to the various remedies you have been taking. It
troubles you day and night, breaks

Art. IV.

C. Hall,

AT

IF

Your Couch

ilected.

H. Beach,

BAKQAlKSt

coats at cost, for the balance

never wakened, — see last week’s issue
News — died Sunday night.

lecutivecommitteeconsistingof ten
members together with the officers
Iheretofore designated, who shall be exlofflciomembers of said commit tec.
[Said officersand the other ten mem
srs of said committee shall be elected
)y ballot at the annual meeting of said
\ssociation, and shall serve for one
k’ear, or until their successors are

T«o Hagan,

AIMS !

of the

the Association shall l)e to advance the interests
and prosperity of the city of Holland,
by securing the location here of manufacturing establishments,
continuing
the improvementof its harbor, advancing other transportation interests,
building up and enlarging our present
j factories and adding
to the general
welfare and Improvement of the < ity
I of Holland.
Art. III. The otBccrs of this Association shall be a president, vice president. secretary, treasurer, and an ex-

1.

AWAY CINTOMEUL

OVERCOATS

will

T= Walsh De Boo Milling Go.

ment Association.”
Aht. II. The object of

as follows

Alid

IT

tion.

Our citizenscan expect an intellectual treat at Lyceum Opera House,
CONSTITUTION.
Tuesday evening, by listening to Prof.
Article 1. This organization shall L. It. Cumnock, of the Northwestern
be known as the “Holland Imuhovk- University.

The membershipof the

TOALOUR

CASE.

flour!

Grocer or flour-dealer for Our Brand, and we

named
is

m

With the genuine, old-fashionedflavor to it. Ask your

side collections.

Wiiekeah, we the subscribershereto, citizensand residents of Holland,
recognizing the fact that our city has
superior advantages as a location for
manufacturing and commercial enterprises and also as a place of residence
and for general business purposes; and
desiring that the rapid and substantial
growth of the city be continued; which
end can only be attained by the united
and organized efforts of the entire
community, do hereby form an association to be governed by the following

IWDV

11

with a charge of 10 per cent for out-

constitution of the association:

SHE THE

WE GIVE

Vlssers,

The membership fee

The followingwas adopted as the

oPJfe

GUioaoo

our citizens had headquartersare at Chicago.
The meeting elected the following
declared their hearty approval and cooperation in the project and the meet- officeis of the local agency:
President—M. Notion.
ing at once decided to proceed with
Vice-President—B. ftteketee. *
the business in hand. A. M. Kanters
Secretaryand Treaaiirer— J. E, Benjamin.
Executive board— T. Keppel, E. Herold, L.
was called upon to preside, with J. C.
Post as secretary.

RIPE

We. Make an Absolutely Pure and
Unadulterated
M

number of

a sufllcient

COMB TO

Shop : North of DE KRAKER’8 PLAQE.

Picture Frames

in all sizes

and prices, and Window Shades in

all colors

and

sizes

at the

River Street, - - Holland, Mich.

lowest possible prices at

solicited. Special at-

thc Rrlialingof Buck-

’iY^

'Mich.

Mill near the R. R. depot, Zeeland
80-ly.

’

J. A.

BROUWER,

Have your old, broken

River

Street,

Holland. Michigan.

down

teeth

made useful by Gold Crowns, at onehalf the usual price, at the Cintral

*

PL ATI

m

WITH

MY BABY BOY,

alongside.An emaciated, haggard
man was steering her. His board and
hair were long and shaggy, and to use a
II may be that fortune lenvea me,
homely simile, his eyes were like two
It may be lhat fame deceirm me,
burnt holes in a blanket. A line was
And that pleaiiuie'eearly vintage has leaked
thrown to him as ho passed under the
from my cup of ooy;
schooner’sstern. It was with the greatBut my losses aud my crosses
est difficultythat he managed to crawl
Are to me no more than dross is
forward and take a turn around a cleat
When I rolic when I frolic with my little with the lino. Several of tho crew jumped
baby boy.
down into tho boat and assisted the
man to climb aboard tho schooner. As
It may be that I'm a sinner
soon as he reached tho deck ho fainted.
With ray chancesgrowing thinner,
Ho was placed on tho after hatch aud a
Tbst the gold within my nature suffersmuch few drops of rum were forced between
from base alloy;
his lips. Under this potent iuHuonce ho
But I know that I'm a mellow;
Simple-hearted,
tender fellow
Whrn I romp and play and frolic with

olose

rapidly revived.

“Now, my

my

lad,” said tho skipper,“don’t

try to talk; drink some of this

soup and

then take a rest; you will soon bo a
again."

bright-eyed baby boy.

man

may be that I grow weary
Tho poor fellow tried to mutter a word
Sometimes of the world s) dreary,
or two of gratitude. Ho gulped down a
And that moody meditation mav too oft ray few swallows of soup, and alter tolliu^
mind employ;
tho captain that his name was Bernard
- But his merry eyes l>oguiling
GHboy, and that ho sailed 162 days beChange ray humor into smiling
fore from San Francisco, Cal., ho was
As I practice many an autic with my laugh taken below and put into a bunk, whore
he soon fell asleep.
ing baby hoy.
His boat was hoisted inboard in short
When the little fell w's dreaming,
order, tho islanderstailing on to tho
And the golden c sende's streaming
tackle falls and singing a joyous song.
From his head upon my bosom, and he Sho was a straugo-lonkingcraft. Tho
sleeps withoutannoy,
carpenter pulled his rale out of his pocket
Then I kiss the hp< of laughter,
ami measuredher. Ho dimensions were:
IS feet over all; beam, 6 feet; depth, 2
Thinking that the great hereafter
Will be cheerless it I cannot frolic with my ft. 6 in. Sho was docked over, and her
hull was divided into two compartments
baby boy.
— (Wm. T. Dumas, in Atlanta Con titution. hv a water-tight bulkhead about 6 foot
from tho stern. Sho had been rigged ns
a schooner, but only tho foremast was
standing.
It

The

Gilboy with as many oranges, bananas
aud limes qs ho would take, and promised
to report him on his arrival in San Frau

A

oisoo.

m

clad in a long oilskin coat over a

heavy suit of clothes, came up on tho
weather side and crawled on the bottom
of his unlucky cruft. After working for
several hours ho contrived to right her,
but found that nearly all his stores and
provisions were either lost or destroyed.
The only instruments ho had loft to navigate with wore his sextant and patent
log, both his campnsses being lost, but
nevertheless ho kept bravely on his
course,though tho mainmastwas gone.
On Christmas Day he overhauled his
stock of provisionsaud found thqt ho had
remaining twelve pounds of canned moat
and fish, half a gallon of aloohol and
fifteen gallons of water — a tftanty store
with which to reach the nearest point of

little

alcohol and seven gallons of water.

side. Sho appearedto On January 10 he caught another sea
have been fitted out with a view to a bird, which, after flying about tho boat,
deep-water voyage, but looked much tho alighted on his bond. Next day ho
worse for wear. Her bottom was covered caught another. On January 13 l^o nto
with thick clusters of barnacles. Her the last of his beef, which was about two
rigging was rather rotten, and her deck ounces.
From that day until ho was picked up
was covered with slime.
The islandersflockedround tho boat, ho existed on the flying fish that hapwhose name was tho Pacific— painted in pened to drop on deck and an occasional
srnalj letters on her stern. They op- sea bird. Ho husbanded his supply of
a locker on each

On tho 20th of January, 1885, tho
schooner Alfred Vittery,Captain Boor,
was lying becalmedin tho South Pacific
Ocean. She was eleven days out from
tho Solomon Group and was bound for
Maryborough, Queensland, Australia,
with ninety-seven Polynesians on board
that hod contractedto work for a term of
years on plantations. It was a glorious
day from an artist’sstandpoint. A pressed a good deal of curiosity concernmarine painter might have drawn inspira- ing her. as was evident from their excited
tion from tho deep, dark blue of tho sky, talk and gestures. Tho Pacific was
tho trauslucouttints of the ever-changing firmly lashed to ringbolts in tho dock,
sea and the radiantsplendor of the sun. everything on board of her being taken
Captain Boor, however, was no mnrino out. There wasn’t a scrap of food
artist, but a shrewd oommou-senso skip- aboard; a ten-gallon keg contained four
per, who hated a calm aud had no appre- and one-half inches of fresh water, and
ciation of tho beauties of Old Ocean at there was about half a gill of alcohol in
rest. What ho chiefly doted on was a a druggist’sbottle. That evening a fine
piping breeze, especiallywhen ho had a breeze arose and tho schooner headed for
hundred hungry Polynesians on board, ns her destination,dancing over the waves
was then tho
j gallantlyaud clipper-like.
The skipper strode tho deck impatientmorning the steward woke up the
ly. The sails flapped idly as the schooner poor follow so providentially rescued
rose and fell in tho gentle swell of the l™ni the rapacious jaws of death, whoso
Pacific. Tho Polynesians were clustered fangs were about closingon him when
in picturesque groups on deck, some of the schooner cited him. Ho was much
thorn singing tho low, monotonous and refreshed,and after taking a cup of cofbarbaric chants of their race, others en- fee and a slice of toast went on dock,
gaged heart and soul in tho calm delight where the cook, who was a bit of u barof chewing betel. A queer lot they ber. cut his hair and trimmed his board.
seemed to the sailors, with their dark Then ho had a good wash and was ready

unreasonable hours, I concludedto stay
on deck, for I must see Rhodes, one of
tho Islands associatedwith tho name of
the greatestmissionary the world ever
saw or ever will see. Paul landed there,
and that was enough to make It famous
while the world stands, and famous in

Heaven when the world has become a

sea empties Its sarcophagusof ail the
dead of the ounkon shipping, and the
earth gives way, and the Heavens
vanish. Again we rest a moment from
the spectacle.

The panorama moves on before tho
cavern ot Patmos, and Johu^tho exile beholds a city of gold, and a * river more
beautiful than the Rhine or the Hudson
rolls through It, and fruit trees bend
their burdens on either bank, and all is
surrounded by walls in which the upholstery of autumnal forests, and tho
sunrises and sunsets of all the ages, and
tho glory of burning worlds scorn to bo
commingled. And tho Inhabitantsnever
breath a sigh, or utter a groan, or discuss a difference, or frown a dislike, or
weep a tear. Tho fashion they wear Is
pure white, and thoir foreheadsare encircledby garlands, ana they who wore
old are young, and they who wore bereft
are reunited.And as the last figure of
that panorama rolled out of sight I think
that John must have fallen back into
his cavern nerveless and exhausted. Too
much was It for naked eye to look at
Too much was It for human strength to
experience.
My friends, I would not wonder if you
should have a very similar vision after
awhile. You will be through with this
world, its cares and fatiguesand strug-

charred wreck.
This {slant!has had a wonderful history. With 6,000 Knights of St John. It
at ono time stood out against 200,000
warriors under “Solyman the Magnificent" Tho city bad 3,000 statues,and a
statue to Apollo called Colossus, which
The doctor took two texts: Acts xxl, has always since been considered ono of
3. "When wo had discovered Cyprus the seven wonders of tho world. It was
we left It on tho left hand;" and Rovela- twelve years In building and was seventy
tlon I, D, “I, John, was In the isle that Is
cubits high, and had a winding stairs to
called Patinos."
tho top. It stood fifty-sixyears, and then
Good-bye, Egyptl This sermon finds us was prostratedby an earthquake.After
on tho steamer Minerva In the Grecian lying in ruins for OOO.years, It was purarchipelago,the islands of the New chased to be converted to other purTestament, and Islands Paullnl&nand poses, and the metal, weighing720,000
Johannlan In their reminiscence.What pounds, was put on 900 camels and carBradshaw’s directoryIs to travelers in ried away. We wore not permitted to go
Europe, and what the railroad guide is ashore, but the lights all up and down
to travelers in America, tho Book of the hills show where tho city stands,
the Acts in tho Bible is to voyagers In anti nine boats come out to take freight
the Grecian, or as i shall call it, the and to bring threo passengers.Yet all
Gospel archipelago, Tho Bible geog- tho thousands of years of its history are
raphy of that region Is accurate with- ,eclipsedby the few hours or days that
out a shadow of mistake. Wo are sail- Paul stopped there.
ing this morning on the same waters
But there Is one island that I longed gles, aid If you have served the Lord
that Paul, but in the opposite direction to see more than any other. 1 can afford and have done tho best you could, I
to that which Paul voyaged. He was to miss the nrinces among tho Islands,
should not wonder If yjur dying, bed
sailingsouthward and we northward. but I must see tho king of tho archipel- were a Patmos. It often has Ikhmi so. I
With him it was Ephesus, Coos, Rhodes, ago. The one 1 longed to see Is not so was reading ol a dying boy who, while
Cyprus. With us it is reversed,and It Is many miles In circumferenceas Cyprus the family stood around sorrowfully, exCyprus, Rhodes, Coos, Ephesus. There or Crete or Paros or Naxos or Sclo or pecting each breath would bo the last,
is no book in tho world so accurate as
Mltylcne, hot T had rather. In this sail cried: “Open the gates! Open tho gates!
tho Divine Book.
through the Grecian archipelago, see Happy! Happy! Happy!" John Owen,
My text says that Paul 'eft Cyprus on that than all the others; for more of tho In his lust hour, said to his attendant,
the loft; wo, going In an oppositedl- glories of Heaven landed there than on all “Oh, brother Payne! tho long-wished for
rection,leave it on the right. On our tho Islands and continentssince tho world day has come at last!" Rutherford,in
ship Minerva wore only two or three stood. As wo come toward It I feel my tho closingmoment of his life, cried out:
passengers besidesour party, so we had pulses quicken. “I, John, was on tho “I s'hall shine. I shall see him as he Is.
plenty of room to walk on deck, and oh, Island that Is called Patmos.” It Is a and all the falrcompany with him, and
what a night was Christmas night of pile of rocks twenty-eightmiles In cir- shall have my large share. I have got1881) In that Grecian archipelago— Islands cumference.A feweypressesandInferior ten the victory.Christ is holding forth
of light above, islands of beauty beneath! olives pump a living out of tho earth, and Ills arms to embrace me. Now I feel!
It is a royal family of islands, this Gro- ono palm tree spreads its foliage. But Now I enjoy! Now I rejoice! I feed on
clan archipelago— tho crown of the the barrenness and gloom and loneliness manna. I have angels’ food. My eyes
world’s.scencryset with sapphire and of tho island made it a prison for tho will see my Redeemer. Glory, glory
emerald topaz and chrysoprasus, banished evangelist.
dwclleth in Immanuel’s land." Yes,
and ablaze with a glory that ogeeras
Domitian could not stand his ministry, 10,000 times In the history of tho world
let down out of celestial landscapes. and ono day, under armed guard, that has the dying bed been made a Patmos.

Egypt.

who was

a

tho centre and with

DISCOURSE ON HIS VISIT TO
PATMOS.

The monotonousvoyage went on until
Wednesday, December 13. Tho adventurous Gilboy had reached 22 deg. 23 H« Tells How Ho Loft Egypt and Voyaging
min. south latitude, and 178 deg. 43 min
Past Rhodes Reached the GrecianArchioast longitude. The Pacific was jogging
pelago and Visited tho Island of St.
along under short sail, with the trade
John’s Reyetatlon.
wind blowing strongly and a high sea
running. At 9 o’clockat night a neavy
Good-Bye to
sea capsized tho boat. Gilboy,

Australia,1.200 miles distant. On
Wednesday, January 3, ho had left four
pounds of beef, ono quart of alcohol and
ten gallons of water. On January 7,
just as ho awoke, ho saw a bird standing
on tho stern of tho bout. He wondoroa
tlrat it did not fly away. As it turned its
head to peck its tail feathers he made a
grab at it and caught it. It was as big
us a small nigoon. Ho skinned it and
made soup or it. That day his remainafter compartment was G foot ing stock was ono two-poundcan of beef,

long, with a hutch
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God evidentlymade up Ills mind minister of tho Gospel stopped from a You see tho time will come when you
that Just here
would demon- tossing boat to these dismal rocks and will, oh, chiln of God, be exiled to your
water most carefully. This is an extract strate tho utmost that can bo done
walked up to the dismal cavern that was last sickness as mack as John was exfrom his log of his last day on tho Pa- with islands for tho beautificationof
to be his homo and tho place whore iled to Patmos. You will go Into your
cific:
earthly scenery.
should pass before him all tho conflicts room not to come out again, for God Is
"Monday, January 29, sunrise: Light,
Tho steamer had stopped during the of coming time aud all the raptures of a going to do somethingbetter and grandsteady breeze,the weather being clear night, and In the morning tho ship was coming eternity. Is it not remarkable er and happier for you than Ho has ever
and pleasant; looked round tho dock for as quiet as this lloor, when wo hastened Uiat nearly all tho groat revelations of yet done! There will be such visions let
flying fish, but could not find any; 1 felt up to the deck and found that wo bad music and poetry and religion have been down to your pillow as God gives no man
very weak and hungry. After taking my anchored off tho island of Cyprus. In a made to men in banishment— Homer and If he is ever to return to this tame world.
morning's allowance of alcohol there was boat which tho natives lowed standing Milton banished into blindness;Beetho- Tho apparent feeling of uneasiness and
but enough for another meal, which was up, as is the custom, instead of sitting ven banished Into deafness;Dante writ- icstlessiiessat tho time oi the Christian’s
about two tcaspoonfuls.I measured tho down, as when we row, we were soon ing his “Dlvlna Comedia" during nine- departure, tho physicians say, is caused
landed on the streets where Paul and teen years of banishmentfrom his native by no real distress. It Is an unconscious
water, and found four undone-half inches
Barnabas walked and preached. Yea, land; Victor Hugo writing his “Lcs MIs- and Involuntary movement, and I think
in tho ten-gallonkog; so after this day I
when at Antioch, Paul and Barnabas got erables” exiled from homo and country In many cases it is tho vision of heavenly
shall have nothing hut water to sustain
Into a fight— as ministers sometimes did, on the Island of Guernsey, and the bright- gladness too great lor mortal endurance.
life, and there being but little of that
and sometimesdo, for they all have Im- est visions of the future have been given It is only Heaven brenTting in on the demakes me think 1 shall not last long un- perfections enough to anchor them to
to those who by sickness or sorrow were parting spirit.
less I got relief.
this world till their work Is done, I say— exiled from the outer world Into rooms
You see your work will be done and
“For the first time I began to give up when, because of that bitter controversy, of suffering. Only those who have been tho time for your departurewill bo at
all hope of escaping from starvation Paul and Barnabas parted, Barnabas Imprisonedby very hard surroundings hand, and thcro will be wings ov(* you
and wonder how long it would bo before came back here to Cyprus, which was have had great revelationsmade to them. and wings under you, and songs lot loose
the end. I fell into a revorio, and re- his birthplace. Island, wonderful for
So Patmos, wild, chill, and bleak and on tho air, and your old father and
mained in moditation for about an hour, history!It has been the prize sometimes terrible was tfle best island in all the mother gone for years will descend Into
when I looked to leeward and there saw a won by Persia, by Greece, by Egypt, by archipelago, tho best place in all tho tho room, and your little children whom
the Saracens, by the Crusaders, and last earth for divine revelations. Before a you put away for the last sleep years ago
sail ouite plainly, about eight miles off.
copper-colored skins, their heads well for breakfast. /
of all, not by sword but by pen, and that panorama can be successfully seen, tho will be at your side, and their kiss will
1 could hardly believe my eyes, but, realthatched with moss of woolly hair and
While ho was p (making of a plentiful
the pen of the keenest diplomatistof tho room in which you sit must bo darkened, bo on your foreheads, aud you will see
izing
it was no dream, I quickly altered
their deep-sunk eyes and short noses. meal, which he said tasted bettor than
century, Lord Boaconsiield, who, under and in the presence of John was to pass gardens In lull bloom, and the swinging
During the eleven days that hud passed any ho had oaten ybum leaving San my course and ran before tho wind, a lease which was as good as a pur- such a panorama as no man over before open of. shining gates, and will hear
since they embarked on tho schooner Francisoo,ho told his story, often hesita- which was very light, heading to cross chase, sot Cyprus among the jewels of saw or ever will see In this world, and voices long ago hushed.
from thoir crescent-shaped and boauti- ting for a word, and speaking in a strange her bow. I caught hold of the umbrella Victoria’scrown.
In many a Christian departure that
hence the gloom of his surroundings was
which was lying on dcok, opened it and
fuliy-carvodcanoes many n malediction tone that remindedone of ghosts.
We went out into tho excavationsfrom a help rather than a hindrance. AH the you have known and I have known there
kept waving it, in hopes of attracting which Di Cesnola has enriched our surroundingsof the place affectedSt. was In tho phraseologyof tho departing
had boon hurled at their heads by tho
His name, ns before mentioned, was
seamen, who were unable to get any Bernard Gilboy. His homo was in Buf- their attention.After waving it for a American museums with antiquities, and John’s Imagery when he speaks of ones something that indicated tho resloop in thoir watch below owing to tho falo, N. Y. From boyhood his hohbv short time it slipped out of my bond and with no botter weapon than our foot we Heaven. 8t John, hungry frem en- appearance of those long deceased.'
stirred up the ground deep enough to get forced abstinence, or having no food ex- It is
delirium,
delusion,
ceaselesssinging and the perpetual was tho sailing of small boats, and he went overboard.
“ Then 1 got the flag and fastenedit a tear bottle in which some mourner cept that at which his appetite revolted, but a supernal fact. Your glorified
thrumming on bamboo drums much re- had gone to sea at an early age. It apshed his tears thousands of years ago, thinks of Heavob; and as the famished loved ones will hear that you are
sembling the tom-toms of India. Nobody pears that reading the account of Capt. on n stick, and kept waving it without attracting any attention. I took my rc- and a lamp which before Christ was born man Is apt to dream of bountiful tables about to come, and they will say in
to look at them in their scanty bat neat- Johnson crossing tho Atlantic alone in
- , , ,
lighted tho feet of some poor pilgrim on his
covered with luxuries,so St John says Heaven: “May I go down to show that
ly fringed girdles— their sole attire— bolt 15 foot kcol, 5 foot G incho. beam ;'ol,'.or’h“a
"I,1 car*nJg«» way. That island of Cyprus has enough
of the Inhabitants of Heaven, “They soul the wav up? May I be the celestial
wquld imagiso them to be cannibals, nud -18 inches dopth, induced him to un- 1,1 ,",e t,hn'."b;r<',bo.ra .off wl«" to set an antiquarian wild. The most of shall hunger no raoro.” Scarcityof escort? May I wait for that soul at the
whoso highest ambition was to feast on dertnkon voyage to Australia from
, '.n 1 'll™ >'“u
doTO tho its glory Is tho glory of the past, and the fresh water on Patmos and the hot edge of the pillow?" And the Lord will
cold boiled baby. But such was the frozen Francisco. Accordinglyho contracted
lb«
typhoid fevers that sweep its coast, and tongne of St John's thirst leads them to say: “Yes. You may fly down on that
n
1 part of it with the union down, hoisting
truth.
with Burns & Kneassof that port to build
the clouds of locusts that often blacken admire Heaven as ho says, “They shall mission." And I think all your glorified
The speculators,however, were getting him tho boat picked up the day previous the jib up again. By this time the ves- Its skies (though 3200,000 wore expend- thirst no more.”
kindred will come down, and they will
sel was right ahead of me aud I fcuivd
avenged on them for many a missionary
ed by the British Empire In ono year
St John hears the waves of the sea be In tho room, and althoughthose in
, of tho dimensions given above. Sho was
that sho would pass without seeing mo,
for the extirpationof these noxious in- wildly dashing against the rocks, and health standing around you may hear
murdered and digested, Those ninety- : launched on Friday, Aug. 3, 1882, and
seven Polynesians were going into sho sailed on Friday, Aug. 18. Is there when finally I saw her tack, which con- sects, yet failing to do their work), and each wave has a voice, and all tho waves no voice aud see no arrival from tho
vinced mo that I had been seen. I sailed tho frequent change of governmental together make a chorus, and they re- Heavenly world, you will see and hear.
slavery as pronounced and cruel us ever any wonder that she came to grief? Tho
before tho wind and tho vessel boat to masters hinder prosperity.
mind him of the multitudinousanthems And the moment tho fleshy boi^l oi the
existed on tho island of Cuba. The only cause for astonishmentis that her
windward toward me. Tho wind being
But when the Islandsof the sea come of Heaven, and ho savs, “They are like soul shall break, the cry will bo: “Folplantationsof Queensland are noted for owner didn't fetch up for a full duo in
light and the boat’s bottom covered with
to God, .Cyprus will come lylth them, and voice of many waters." Ono day, as ho low mo! Up this way! By this gilded cloud,
their horrors, but the Government winks Davy Jones's locker, for as every sailor
barnacles,it was 5 o'clock before I got the agricultural and commercial opu- looffed off upon the sea, the waters were past these stars, straight for home,
at them. Tho innocent islanders,men knows, Friday is a most unlucky day.
lence which adorned it In ages past will very smooth, as It Is to-day while we sail straight for glory, straightfor God!"
and women, chowod betel, sang songs On August 2 ho got his clearance from the alongside. I sailed under her loo quarter
bo eclipsedby the agricultural and com- them In tho Minerva, and they were like
As on that day in tho Grecian archiand
was saved."
and beat the drum as though there wore Custom-House. The craft had very little
Gilboy, having a strong constitution, mercial and religious triumphs of the glass, and tho sunlight seemed to set pelago, Patmos began to fade out of
no such “institutions"in existencens tho free-board. Sho was laden with 14 tenmade a complete recovery. He had ages to come. Why Is tho world so stu- them on fire, and there was a tnlngjlng sight, I walked to tho stern of tho ship
flesh-destroyingthongs attached to tho gallon casks of water, 165 pounds of hardpid that It cannot see that nations are oi white light and intense llame, and as that I might keep my eye on tho enwhips of burly and brutal overseers.| Tack packed in fiftoou-poundwatertight8ailo;\]'0,,!,Jl,ilrVw!
Febru- prospered in temporal things In pro- St. John looked out from his cavern chantment as long as I could, and the
They mode their acquaintance later. tin cans, two dozen cans of roast boefin !ir-v - 10 A‘f1rod ^ ,irr,v1°dat ' !a.r^ portion as they are prospered In religious homo upoirthatbrilliant sea he thought voice that sounded out of Heaven to
“1 fear those copper-colored devils wo and-a-half- pound cans, two dozen ),’ri.>u"1' *l[0 doctor passed the loly- things? Godliness Is profitable not only of tho splendorsof Heaven and de- John tho cxllo In the cavern on Patmos
for Individuals,but for nations.Ques- scribesthem “As a sea of glass mingled seemed sounding In tho waters that
will oat thoir heads off before wo get to | roast chickens in one pound cans, twodoz. !,0*IU1|W!1|n,'.
M( " IH ,lor,0: ,^1*
Maryborough,if this weather lasts," oh- one-pound cans of salmon, twodozencans a s01 /l1 ‘'‘" selw Minor and his mat tions of tariff,questions ol silver bill, with fire.” Yes, seated In tho dark dashed against tho side of our ship, “Beserved the captain to tho mate. You of bineless pigs' feet, two dozen cans of I f,dlowodhnn; exhibitedher m van- questions of republic or monarchy have cavern of Patmos, though homesickand hold tho tabernacle of God Is with men,
not so much to do with a nation’s tem- hungry and loaded with Domitian’s and Ho will dwell with them, and they
see ho had contracted with the specula- peaches, two dozen cans of condensed lmr/ ,<d| US r ,iU' 1UU0 i
poral welfare as questions of religion. anathemas, St. John was tho most shall be His people and God himself shall
tors to carry thorn to their destination»t milk, tweuty.fivo poumls of loaf sugar, I u,,cb °,£ b»bra‘'T ’ 18®’ b“l,ora61
Give Cyprus to Christ, give England to fortunate man on earth because of the bo with them and bo thoir God; and God
so much a head, for ouch ono delivered ono gross,./ mntchcs in six bottles, luTlf a
enjoyed a good
Christ, give America to Christ, give the panorama that passed before the mouth shall wipe away all tears from their eyes,
aliro, tho ship supplying thorn with thtdr gallon of alooliol in a druggist'sglass jar, l!'1 n. newspaper am.
i.nw
and there shall bo no more death,
whut he is doing now. I have not seen world to Christ, and He will give them of that cavern.
food, consisting ehieHy of rico and salt ten gallonsof nut oil, five gallois of kor- 1 Kbat 1,0 *’ doraK "°'r- 1
prosperityunlimited.Why Is
Turn down all the lights that wo may neither sorrow nor crying, neltker.shall
him
for years, hut I trust ho is alive and all
fish.
oseno oil, throe pounds of coffee, two
Brooklyn ono of tho queen cities of tho better see It. Tho panorama passes, and their bo any more pain, for the former
Tho skipper was a capital fellow. Ho poundsof tea. ono bar of castilo soap, two well, for ho was a bravo and manly earch? Because It Is the queen city of lo! the conquering Christ robed, girdled, things are passed away.”
American
that deserved much from that
had no sympathy with the businessin pounds of lurd, three pounds of nails,one
armed, tho flash of golden candlesticks
fickle jade, Fortune. — [New York Re- churches.
which ho was engaged, but his owners wooden pump, twelve feet of half-inch
Blindfold me and lead mo Into any city and seven stars in Ills right band,
corder.
had chartered the schooner, and he nat- hose, which he used as a syphon to gt*t
What the South Needed.
of the earth so that I cannot see a street candlesticks and stars meaning light
urally wanted to make as much money as fresh water out of the kegs with, grains,
or a warehouseor a homd, and then lead held up and light scattered. And there
Two New Yorkers traveling South
An Honrly Record of His Life.
possible. So all that golden afternoon hammer and hatchet,a few copper tucks,
me Into tho churches and then remove passes a throne and Christ on it, and the were waiting in the depot at Memphis,
tho bandage from my eyes, and I will seals broken, and the woes sounded, and and talking about the needs of the
ho was in rather a bad temper, pacing kerosene oil stove, pocket alcohol
sohol stove,
Ever since he wont into business as a tell you from what I see Inside the con- a dragon slain, and seven last plagues
the quarter-deck impatiently and casting two lumps, ono pound of candles, two
Sorfh, and they had been at it threesecrated walls, having seen nothing out- swoop, and seven viols are poured out,
bis eyes all around tho horizon in the compasses, barometer, and sextant, pat- boy, John I. Blair, the New Jersey milquarters of on hour, when a long-haired
hope of seeing welcome catspaws indicat- ent taffruil log, double-barrel shotgun, lionaire railroadmagnate, has made it a side, what is that city's merchandise, its and the vision vanishes. And we halt a man in an old sombrero and an "overing a breeze.
powdorand shot, revolverand cartridges, practice to jot down in a note book car- literature, its schools, Its printing moment to rest from tho excitingspec- flowed" look in his face, stepped up'and
tacle. Again the panorama moves on
Somethingall at once caught his eye. clock and watch, nine knives, anchor and ried for the purpose a brief resume of presses, its government, Its homes, its
said:
Arts, its sciences, Its prosperity or its before the cavern of Patmos, and John
what
ho
lias
been
doing
every
hour
of
Seizing the telescope that was in its ac- sea drag, with about forty fathoms of ono
"Gentleman, you were talking about
the
exUe
sees a great city representing
depression,
and
ignorance
and
pauperism
customed place on the skylight, he and a half inch lino, a bull of spun-yarn tho day. His notes are concise,but by
the South?"
and
outlawry.
The
altar
of God in the all anomlnatlons, Babylon towered,
climbed halfway up tho main rigging and auda tnarlinspike, navigationbooks, sheet their aid he can tell to a minute what ho church Is the high water mark of the palaced, templed, fountained, follaged,
"Yes, sir.”
had a look at an object broad on the chart of tho South Pacific, an American was doing at almost any period of his world's happiness. The Christianrelig- sculptured, hanging gardens, suddenly
"You were talking about her prosstarboard beam. The sheets wore hurled flag, clothing, one pair of twelve-foot life. A few years ago, when Mr. Blair ion triumphant, all other interests tri- golag crash! crash! and tho pipeA cease pects, progress and needs?”
aft on the port side and tho vessel was oars, and an umbrella, which ho found was defending several suits brought umphant The Christian religion low to pipe, and the trumpets cease to
"We were, sir."
heading southwest. Ho remained aloft handy when the wind was light and tho against him in Kansas City, tho lawyers down, all other Interests low down. So trumpet^ and tho dust, and tho smoke,
“Well, now, I ain’t so very well postendeavored to weary Win by asking 1 though on tho evening of that day we and the horror bll the canvas, while ed on her prospects and progress, but
about ton minutes and then came down. sun strong.
Ho told the mate that there was a ship's
Thus equippedGilroy put to sea in tho irrelevantquestions. “Mr. Blair,”said stepped from the filthy streets of Larna- from above and beneath are voices an- if you want to know the great present
boat in sight with a sail sot and appar- frail boat Pacific. His usual course was a lawyer one day, “what wore you doing ca, Cyprus, onto the boat that took us nouncing,“Babylon is fallen, Is fallenl" needs of the South just invite me out
ently in distress, and said that he was to sail at night aud heave to aud rest January 15, 1882?” “At what hour, back to the steamer Minerva, which had And we halt again to rest from the spec- to take a whisky straight! n —Wall
ping to see if there was anybody on during the day. This he accomplished sir?” “At the time this contract was already begun to paw the waves like a tacle.
Street News.
Again the panorama passes before the
courser impatient to bo gone, and then
board of her, if possible.
ns follows: First ho throw his sea anchor executed.” “1 will toll you in a moment,
cavern
of
Patmos,
and
John
tho
exile
A faint breath of wind came along overboard on tho weather side, hauled sir.” Looking over his book a moment we moved on and up among the islands
Wrestling with a Ladder.
sees a mounted Christ, on a snow white
of this Gospel archipelago.
from tho northward, just sufficient to fill down tho jib, lowered tho foresail, ho answered: “At 2 o’clockin tho aftercharger
leading
forth
the
cavalry of
man
came out of the postoffioe
Night
camo
down
on
land
and
sea
and
the topsails and the main topmast stay- trimmed the main shoot flat down and noon of that day I was in the room with
the voyage became to me more and more Heaven, the long line of white chargers carrying a flfteen-foot ladder on his
and
looking
over
the
gentleman'^
shoulder
sail.
lashed the holm ndmidships. Thus, as
suggestive and solemn. If you are pac- gallopingthrough tho scene, the clat- shoulder and attempted to cross Broad“Haul aft tho main and fore sheets, tho bout drifted to leeward, the sea when be attachedhis signatureto tho ing it alone a ship’s deck in the dark- tering of hoofs, tho clinkingof bridal way. Two ladies, a vender of pencils,
instrument.’’—
[Picayune.
trim down the head sheets, luff all you anchor kept her head to sea and the mainness and at sea is a weird place, and an bits, and the flash of spears, all the a policeman and two ordinary citizens
can," sang out the captain in one breath, sail steadied her. Trimmed in this way
active imagination may conjure up al- earth conquered and all Heaven in Dox- were victimizedbefore the wheel of a
Revolutionary Relies.
And so the schooner was headed us ; the boat made quite good weather of it,
most any shape he will, and it shall walk ology. And wo halt again and rest from heavy truck struck the end of the ladclose as possible for the boat, which was even in a heavy sea. t
the sea to confront him by the smoke-' the spectacle.Again tho panorama der. The man spun around for a* monot vet visible from tho
j The Pacific made fair progress,with
W. H. Hostotter of Jamestown, Ind., stack or meet him under the captain's passes before tho cavern of Patmos, and ment or two, and then settled down
The presence of so small a craft 160 | little eventful happening until October possesses a sword and well-preserved bridge. But here I was alone on ship's John tho exile secs great thrones lifted, with the ladder across his back. The
miles from tho nearest point of land was j 6, when Gilboy caught a turtle, which he coat worn by Major John Byrd when he deck in the Gospel archipelago, and flo thrones of martyrs, thrones of apostles, truckman and stage drivers shouted,
ratbor surprising, and all hands felt : cut up and cooked. His previous prey was killed at the battle of Kings you wonder that the sea was populoas thrones of prophets, thrones of patri- and a small boy perched himself on
archs, and a throno higher than all on
anxious about her. She was now about hod been bonitos and flying fish, which Mountain, S. C., October 9, 1780. Tho with the past and that down the ratlines
Bible memoriesdescended? Our friends which Jesus sits, and ponderous books either end of it and attempted to seeho
caught
at
rather
rare
intervals.
seven miles dead to windward, and the
coat was made of blue cloth aud is emare opened, their leaves turned over, re- saw across the man’s back. The policeschooner made a number of short tacks
On tho 20th day out ho spoke tho blazoned with buff trimmings and is of had all gone to their berths.
“Captain," I said, “when will we ar- vealing tho names of all that have over man, recovering his dignity, Desisted tho
toward her.- The wind woe so light that barkentiuo Tropicvance,Capt. Burns, tho long-toiled, claw-hammervariety.It
rive at the Island of Rhodes?" Looking lived, the good and the bad, the renowned man to arise, threatened to arrest him,
it was a long and tedioustask to come up from Tahiti to 8au Francisco, in latitude is a highly prized heirloom. Major Byrd
out from under his glazed cap, he re- , and the bumble, tfib mighty and the and finally sent him down Barclay
14 deg. 50 min. south and longitude 149 wds t soldierunder General Greene.— sponded in sepulchralvoice, “About weak, and at the turn of every leaf the
with her.
street, amid a chorus of veils from aU
At length, uOout S o’clock, she was dog. 2 min. west. The captain supplied [St. Louis Remiblic. /
midnight," Though it would bo keeping universe is In rapture and fright, and the hands.— New York Herald,
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BOTH SIDES REJOICING.
REPUBLICANS IN OHIO. DEMOCRATS ELSEWHERE.
MiOor McKinley Probnbly Has SO, 000
Plurality—Boles, flower and Russell
Elected— flower Wins In a Walk In Mew
York— Results Elsewhere.

And Mow the Returns.

From returns which appear enough
complete 4to warra it corre :t judgment,
McKinley is elected
In Ohio by a plurality conceded by Democrats to reach L'O,00 ). The Legislature ali-o appears to
be Ueoublican The
People's party cast
about 12,000 votes.
.HamiltonCounty, in
which Cincinnati h
located, gave MeBoswell p. rLowER.KInleyabout 5,000
the successfulNewmajorlty,Cleveland
York candidate. gave Campbell 300
majority, while Toledo went for McKinley. The vote was not heavy, and
the Australian ballot was a succe-a

The

through Ignorance of

its proper working
part of both the voters and the
election Jodgei a number of votei were
lost Thli state of affairs was brought
about by the mistakesof the voters in
marking their ticketsand the Inability
of judges to handle the crowds In precincts whore the registrationwas heavy.
Of course this hardship came alone to
thoso who had put off the task of voting
until the last moment allowed under
the law, and then there was not enough
time to hand e them properly. Other
features of the law commended It to the
good opinion of citizens, for In its excerclsc the m'ssion of the ward bummer is
forever ended and the political hoolor ii
wl h iut an occupation. Advices from
the rural districts aro to the effect that

Republican,

and

a

careful canvass of the
Senatorial preferences of the members
elected indicates that
If Governor Foraker
really has f-enatorlal
aspirations, his election Is assured beyond

shadow of a doubt
A number of the legislators are already
the

LOAT FASSSTT,
outspoken In their' the
defeated New
choice — notably the Tork candidate.
three representatives

from Lucas County, who state positively that they are for Foraker
first, last and all the time. It
goes without the saying that the Hamilton County delegation ought to be for the
governor from motives of local pride, to
say nothing of individualpreferenca By
this the members of the Hamilton County
delegation will in no wise disparage the
distinguished services of Senator Sherman, but will express the almost unanimous choice of the Hamilton County re-

BreaHwt Cocoa

ta&aylnaU

Afrioaltartl oxfci,Ttrk, Pa.
Fara«hai*a lUadari Kaftaes sad Saw B11U.
Bead far Oatalegqe.fortahls, amUeoary, Ttactlew

from wkkVtho eieoM of oil
kM bean removed.

No Chemicals

Catarrh

each precinct in order that the voter may
deposit a secret ballot But complalut
was general that tho booths were poorly
lighted,making “scratching* a difficult
operation. It Is said that both candidates, McKinley and Campbell, avoided
all difficulty In this lino by voting their
tickets straight
In Chkago victors and vanquished
are agreed on one thing, and that Is
that tho a new electionlaw worked

charmingly. Now that tho law has
been tried and found satisfactory,both
Republicans and Democrats are won lerIng how an election was ever conducted
without it The only citizens who spoke
disparagingly of It wore tho professional
ticket peddlers. . As the new law abolishes tho occupation of the ticket peddler, it is not to be wondered at that bo
views It with disfavor.Of course there
will be still men at the polls, or
rather within 100 feet of them,
who will consider It their duty
to offer suggestionsto the vojeis

anil haa

been lu
few dlaooeee to which mankind

and

ro

Of the fjt*
jartlQ the

It k>

oralleitemal InrtammAUon
an Infallible

people

It

hM

•old by firoeereerery where.
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Touched for br many
N.B. Be aura to get Hood's

Man
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SPECIAL!#! 30 DAYS

The Farmers’ Alliance Is

SILKS

*0

CENTS FEB YARD,

SNYDER, WAITE

IVORY

SIS

&

CO.
Dearborn Htrowt. CHICAGO. ILL.

SOAP
99~

More fanners break down

•

Pure.

Curs

THE BEST FOB EVEIY PURPOSE

n m

RELIEVES aU

Stomach Distress.
REMOVES Nausea,Sense of rq{|aM%
Congestion,Pain.
REVIVES Failino ENERGY.

FAT FOLKS REDUCED

RESTORES

Normal Clrrulatloa, 638
Wains to Toi Tin.
•I. HAITU MEOICINK CO.. IL LmU. 8».

and Smell, and

Returns from every county in
aylvanlagive Gregg (Rep ), 50,833 plurality over Wright (Dem.), for Auditor
General; Morrison (Rep.), for State

Tho

voter

who

.

bound to do if the landing had
been anything but a picnic. Now
that the British Government has
frankly avowed that her soldier laddies landed for the express purpose of
seeing how far the island was available for offensive operations ahd the

command of

the Dardanelles Russia
does not seem to regard itself hound
to do anything. Perhaps it is waiting for some better^ evidence that
Great Britain does not care a rush
what Russia thinks of her movements.

the newness of the continentwe
never make such exhibitions of bar-

a '

_

I

this respect it is unrivalled. It con-

Improbable. "Something for nothing" can

tains no poison, and there

ilever be had.

no danger

is

/

when

FOR

io Indefinitely as
to leavs a
tised

mm

|

and

you see Scalee adver-

from an overdose. For sale by all
druggists. Sylvan Remedy Co.,

u»

INAK
lenderthan words, and
when yon find a tanaIne article made ell
good material

SOUND

minded men for

BIO

Peoria, HI.

THEMlUVtt

peroentace for tha Imagination; investigate
carefully.

JONRS OF BINGHAMTON,

Mflf SOLICITOR

-

Only a few Announcements can be

C. N. U.

Me.

46-#l
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PT JU1LAS ran. AddraM
M.N«« T*rkCUjJt.Y.

included in this idvertisement, but they will enable the friends of

the scope snd character of the resding that will be given in its columns
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The Companion to
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sixty-fifth year
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judge somewhat of
its issue.

Stories.

Serial Stories for the coming yetr will be of rare interest and variety,as well as unusual in number.

LoU Mallet’sDangerous

Tow-Path. The

Tale Of the

by

Gift. A New England Quaker Girl’s first Contact with “World’s People";

by

A Young Knight of Honor. The Story of
A Boy Lieutenant. A True Narrative; by
Smoky Days. A Story of a Forest Fire; by

a Boy who stood at his Post while Death was

Free S. Bowley.
E.

W. Thomson.

Touarcgs. A

Young Men who

Hon. Andrew D. White,

PresidentE. H. Capen,

around him. MISS

by

Hooter Greene.
Harold Frederic.
C. A. Stephens.

Fanny M. Johnson.
Losslng G. Brown.

by Miss Will Allen Dromgoole.

by
byby

Practical Advice.
The Habit of

desire to educate thcmselvc*.

How

Thrift ;

Andrew

to Start a Small Store ;

A Chat with Edifton. How

PresidentG. Stanley Hall, of Clark University.

Boys In N. Y.

PresidentFrancis L. Patton, of PrincetonCollege.

The Girl

author of the "American Commonwealth."

Who

Camilla Urso.

to Succeedas an Electrician; G. P.

; Evils of Small Loans

Offices

Carnegie.

F. B. Thurber.

Girls and the Violin. A Valuable Paper;

of Yale University.

of Tufts College.

ProfessorJames Bryce, M. P.,

all

On the Lone Mountain Route;

Ex-President of Cornell.

PresidentTimothy Dwight,

by
.
,

Story of the Sahara;

Hints on Self-Education.
Article! of great value to

Mrs. Mary Catherine Lee.

Hardshipsencounteredby a Boy who found Life at home too Hard for him;

Hdw Dickon Came by his Name. A charminglywritten Story of the Age of Chivalry;
Two “Techs” Abroad. They set off on a Tour of the World hi quest of Profitable Enterprises; by

;

Thinks She Can Write. Three

by

Lathrop.

Henry ClewB.

Articles of Advice by

well-kgownWriter*, Amelia E. Barr, Jeanette L. Gilder, Kate Field.

Five Special Features.
A Rare Young Man. Describing the life of a young inventor of extraordinary gifts; The Right Hon. W. E. Gladstone.
Episoites In My Life. A delightfulpaper telling how he came to build the Suez Canal; by
The Count de Lesseps.
The Story of the Atlantic Cable. Mr. Field’snarrative has the thrilling interest of a romance
Cyrus W. Field.
;

Unseen Causes of

Disease ; Three admirable articles by the Eminent English Physician,

Boys and Girls at the World’s Fair. What Young Americans may do

Housekeeping at Windsor Castle

How Queen Victoria Travels

The Story of Kensington Palace

How

I

Met

; by

W.

Ihe Marquis of

; by

the Queen ; by

Col. George R. Davis.

by

Railway

Lady Jeune.
H.

; by

Sir Morell .Mackenzie.

as Exhibitors; by

Glimpses of Royalty.
The

Lacy.

Safest Part of a Train ;

Life.
Col. H. G. Prout.

Central* Theo. Voorhees.
Asleep at his Post; by former Supt. Mich. Southern,Charles Paine.
Roundhousestories. Humorous and pathetic; by An Old Broke man.

Success In Railway Life; by

Lome.

Nugent Robinson.

Supt. N. Y.

Short Stories and Adventures.
More

than

The

My

One Hundred capital Stories of

Queer

Molly Barry’s Manltou.

Oven;
Wagon-Camp;

Shut Up in a Microbe
The Cruise of a

The
will be

*

Adventure,Pioneering, Hunting, Touring will be printed in

Flash-Light.
Passenger.

Old Thad's

Stratagem.
Burglars.

Very Singular

this

volume. Among

them are:

His Day for the Flag.

Baby.
Superior.

Capturing a Desperado.

The Tin Peddler’s

In the Burning Pineries.

Blown Across Lake
A Young Doctor’sQueer

The Boys and the Wild-Cat.
On a Cattle Steamer In a Storm;

Illustrations will be improved and increasedin number.

Patients.

The Weekly Editorials

on the leading Foreign and Domestic Topica

marked by impartialityand clearness. Household Articles will be contributedby well-known writers. The Children’sPage will

be more attractive than

“A Yard
of Roses”

A

_ __________

during

Nine Illustrated Serial

leel

Tho Carole*! One* Lo*t Their Yotea, bat
barousnessand brute ferocityas the
Generally the Syatera Worked All Right.
The Australian ballot was employed despotism of Russia breeds in all
.a r* <
* i
4 . La mm m _ Am A for the first time In Ohio, and reports classes, from the throne down to the
from the principal cities show that it poorest serf.
worked very we.l throughout thn Hate.
The St. Clair River tunnel li 8
As an instrument to secure a secret
it performed its offioo well, bat great bore.

_

pneumoniaand
croup. In

quasUon. Actions

Binghamton, N. Y.

In former

Treasurer, 47,467 over Tilden (Dem.).
Tho Rupublicausof the Fifth Michigan District elected Charles E. Belknap
The frequencyof revolutions in our
to fill tho vacancy caused by the death smaller American republics may
of Congressman Ford by a, plurality of
cause a sneer to pass over Europe at
1,200 to 1,590. The People’! party polled
our expense,but we can be prpud of
nearly 4,000 votes.
one fact, and that is that with all

*

placet confidence
In the advertisements
of Soela maVen which

will relievo

It

as to

mcmbeis of tho Legislature thus far
Indicate that seventeen Republican Senators are elected. Complete returns for
127 members of the House of Repro•entatives,a little more than one-half,
show that cighty-twoRepublicans have
been elected and forty-five Democrats.
The Executive Council will "probably
stand seven Republicans to one Demo-

y-v

Cu res

PACTS

r».

om

malady.

Apply into UU KutriU.
It it Quick!
Me. DruggisU or by mail ELY BK08., M Wi

for

t

LIES

Kidney

the most obstinate case of

Ulvea

suffered at his hands was
satisfiedthat tho new law had accomplished at least one good purpose- The
ticket peddler was not mourned by the
police, tho judges or tho voters. As had
betfn anticipated,tho straight ticket, as
a rule, was voted. There wete many
who had only an Im; crfoct knowledge of
how to prepare their ballots. To avoid
an error which might cause the rejection
of their ballot, they usually placed X In
the circle before the appellationof their
party. As it ro juired only a second to
make this X in tho circle, tho citizen
who voted a straight tick, t only re
mained in tho looth for a brief time.
Tho voter who was not pleas<d with his
M. C. wheeler. Defeated Iowa Candidate.
party ticket was easily recognized, for
he spent some minutes In retirement
and tho House by from two to four mapreparing his ballot As the great majority.
jority of the voters deposited with tho
In MassachusettsRussell (Dem.), It is
judges a straight ticket there were not
estimated,has received 156,000 and
as many errors commlt'ed as had been
Allen (Rep.) 151.000 votes, leaving the
predicted.
Governor a plurality of about 5,000.
The election demonstrated the fact
The vote of Boston Is 36,512 for Russell'
that but little, If any, effective work
and 22,087 for Allen, which gives the
can bo performed by campaign manDemocrat! a plurality in tho city of
agers on tho day of election The voter
13,525. Tho towns outside of tho cities
Is free from Intlml atlon, and en.’oys In
last year gave Brackett (R°P-) 59,313
the secrecy of tho booths tho fullest liband Russell (Dorn ) 52,88U Returns erty to exercisehis franchise Tho repfrom 282 towns this year give Russell resentativesof the two leading parties
40,871 and Allen 59,384. Gov. Russoll
expressed themselves as thoroughly satgained 13 per cent in these towns,
isfied with the new law so far as it rewhich, applied to the rest of the lates to elecllon day, at all events. It
towns, would mako bis total In gives no advantageto either party, and
all towns 50,109. Add to these It assures an electionfree from disorder
figures tho vote of Boston, and It
and strife at tho polls. Tho defeated
swells Russell's vote to 95,711 and Ailen'a
party does not hold tho 1 iw in any ^ay
to 91,790 Tho qi ios outside of Boston
responsible for Its overthrow. A memgave Russe l a year ago 55,144 and
ber of tho campaign committee stated
Brackett 52,515. Russe!! carried them
that the defeat was duo to the fact that
then by about 2,500 plurality. The Intho apathy of the voters In the camcreased vote this year in tlies: same
paign remained with them during eleccities indicates th t Russell will have
tion day.
over 60,000 votes and Allen 53,000, thus
making the total vote in tho state about
While it was still In doubt wheth156, .ooo lor Russel! and 151,000 for Allen.
er the British landing on the Island
-Tho entire Republican State ticket,
of Mltylene was a Joke or not a good
with tho exception of Governor, Is
elected by ample pluralities Returns deal was said as to what Russia would

.

all others.

NomanwtshMtotmr
will cure the most obstinate a pl( la a bafM&d no

the hardest attack of

CA

pearance.

SYSTEM.

J

from

Reid’s German Cough and
case of this

days had

NEW

times suffers very

The August

interest in

ever I am, I take one or two teaspoonfulsbefore eating, for a day or
every year from pulmonary complaints
two, and all trouble is removed.”
and more farmers’ wives die from
health.

this cause than

brmorly paid him highly for his services.
ticket peddler was out of sight.
No one seemed to regret his disap-

THE

known. My wife is
with Dyspepsia,an^at

troubled

|

The

w
Penn-

and Constipationwe

means Indlgsstlon. have ever used or

much after eatings
Flower, however, relieves the difficulty.My wife frepublic questions. Now that they are
quently says to me when I am going.
taking this interest, it must be exto town, 'We are out
more

sured for not taking

ST3J|

crat

it

pected that they will shape matters Constipation of August Flower.
and I think you had
for their own use and behoof. The
better get another bottle.’ I am also
main thing after all is the question of troubled with Indigestion, and when-

the Mores, RestoresTaste

the candidates who should be favored with their franchls \ but then they
will not be ticket po idlers. A citizen
can only vote an official ballot, and this
must be given to him by one of the
Judges of election.Tho peddler,like any
ordinary citizen, can get only one ballot.
A peddler without baliots Is not regard
ed as either useful or ornamentalat tho

what

the politicians.x Just

for trimmings, from 1 to 4
YardaoTowr BEST BLACK SILK. FoalUvoly they do not know. This is certain
Mt more Uusn fear yards to any one person.
that the farmers have often been cen-

publicans. •

body and consequently in joint assembly.
In Iowa the vote was very heavy. Although claims are made that Wheeler’s
defeat is not assure I, there seems little
cause to doubt that Boles Is chosen by
5.000 to 8,0.0 plurality. The total vote
reached nearly 420,000, which shows
the intenso Interest taken. Conservative Republicans admit their leader's Defeat The entire Democratic State ticket
is elected. The Legislature Is Republican In both b. am hes -the Senate by two,

puzzling

We will Mod upon receipt of

WAMTFDI MEN TO TRAVEL. WopsyOM
"•eieifciM to flop s month snd expenses.
STONE * WELLINGTON, Mndlsou, WU.

In New York Blower’s pluralityfor
Governor is placed at 40,512. This Is
80.000 less than Tammany's big chief,
"Dick* Crokor, predicted and a trifle
over 58,500 more than the Republican
leader, Husted, figured upon. The election of Flower and the whole Democratic
State ticket, a possible majority In the
State Legislature, besides the election
of the entire city tickets In New York
and Brooklyn,are among the fruits of
the victory claimed by the Democrats.
The State Senate Is a tie— 16 to 16.
The returns for the Assembly are not
full enough to compute Its actual complexion, but reports received at the
Democratic headquartersIndicate the
•lection of a working majority In that

called

THE FARMERS* ALLIANCE

CtUnh Is

cond.

have used your preparation
August Flower in my family
for seven or eight years. It is con-,
stantly in my house, and we consider
it the best remedy for Indigtstion,
" I

^

attentvmof phTylclan«_to Ita.marlU. F9r

who

named

rHOM^ya

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
a remedy lor

There it a gentle*

Dyspepsia, man

Dead in !U preparation.Il
it Maldcn-onha. mere Han IAr** Hum# (A.
the* Hudson, N. Y.rtrvafU of Ooeoe mliod with
Captain A. O. Pareis,
•torch. Arrowrootor Bagar,
and U therefore far more ecohas written us t letter in which it
| Domical,c**ilnfUtt iAsn one
is evident that he has made up his,
I cent a cup. Il!.de)!cloaa,nour»
mind concerning some things,
lahlng,etreofthenlog,easily
BtaiariD, and admirably adapted for Inralldf
this is what he says:
aa wall aa fbr peraone In health.
aro

snuff

As

MJ«!fC.

it it

dh. Isaac

orothcrinbn'entcaiet moet«lve only temporary relief. The only way to effrrt a enre la to
attackthe dUoese In (he b'ood. by taking a eonitltutlonal ramrdy Uke I cod e (Sarsaparilla,which
lllmlnateaaU* ImpurlUrs and thui permanently
tores Catarrh. The sncce* of

mud

It ub—luttly pur*

Tkt OUtii Utdicint in ikt Wtrldi, frtMly

i

“August
Flower”

Wa BIKER' A CO.’S

Baeaim Catarrh a theta roar haad. It U not therabra a local 41 mam. 1( it did not exlat la roar
Mood. It eoald sot manlfeet UmU Id roar no##.
Hu blood nov In tout brain la. botora you anl-h
toadlBg thla artlelo, back In your heart again,
and aoon dletrlbutedto yonr liver,etomech.kidneye, and eo mi. Whetcm Impuritiesthe blood
toes not carry tvey, cause what we call dlstueo.
therefore,when yon have

quite a number of votes wore lost
through the ignorance of tho voters, although schools had been established in
all tho townships for tho educationof
tho masses. Very few voters it od the
fivo minutes allotted, and many required
only a minute, and some less than a minute. A noticcab'eeffect of tho new law
was tho large amount of straight tit kets polled, voters evidently fcaring to
plano more than one mark on their
ballot through fear of destroying*their
vote. Tho only criticism hoard against
tho now election law Is tho largo addiCincinnati Commercial-Gazettetional expense for erectingbooths at

lays editorially:“Returns on the Legislature show that It li
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HERTS WAITED 01 SALHT

Not a Local
Disease

on the

ever.

The

Illustrated

Weekly Supplements,adding nearly one-half to

the size of the paper,'willbe continued.

Free to January, 1892.
To mj

MEW SUBSCRIBER who

•1.75, we will aead THE
offer Include!the THANKSGIVING,CHRISTMAS
TEAR’S
HOLIDAY NUMBERS,
aad all the 111 ultrated Weekly Suppfementa. Mew Subecrlberawill alao receive a copy of a beautiful colored
picture, entitled "A YARD OF R(
ROSES." It! productloa haa eoat
DOLLARS.

AMD MEW

DOUBLE

TWENTY THOUSAND

Copiu

untfrm

ea tptdmUtn.

addbmms.

This Slip

will cot out aod Bead aa <fhla slip with aame nod addrraa tad
COMPANION FREE to Jaannrj, 1809. aad for a Fall Tear from that date. Thla

The Youth’s Companion,

Boaton, Maas.

with $1.75.

J

r

Port Sheldon.

personal Mention.

A Present.

t,
! The
Squire tairbanks was i3 years old (jgQjDe^

you desire to surprise your friends
and make them happy, and at the
same time have the satisfaction that
your money is worthily invested, there
is no better opportunityoffered than
to examine the new goods that arc
now tieing received at the jewelry
store
O. Bukyman & Son.
Holland,Mich., Nov. (>, ’91. 41 -2w
If

a^ain rethe clection is oVer your correspondentis ank
J. Newton McKay is on the sick list , a^it the courtesy extended to him
by “our friends on tlie other side.’
at
•
During the caippaignthey were kind
Mrs. M. Bertsch took the train foy enough to send him h good supply of
their literature. This is to inform
Grand Rapidc, Monday.
them however that they have struck
Dr. II. Van den Berg of Fremont the wrong man for a democratic circuRates.
was in the city this week, on business. lating medium.
A. B. Turner and S. P. Warmerly of I70R THE CONVENTION OP THE UNION
Miss Jennie Oggel of Grand Rapids
State SQDday tobool Association,at Mas heGrand Rapids were here last week,
Is visiting relativesand friends in the stopping at Mr. Cook's The latter gon. Decani ber 1st the 0. & W. M. will seU ex.
oarsion tickets, November 80tb, and for morning
took them to Ottawa Beach last Satur- trains Dcoombar 1st, at onu ond one- third fore
city.
for the round
40 ftw
H. Potts of Grand Haven was in the day, but this time they had not very
good luck with their guns.
city this week, in the interest of his
I do not know whether the sky in
Ottawa County Directory.
these parts has been bombarded or
not, but we have bad a pouring rain fX7HEREA8, my wife. Mlnnls, left my bod
tv and board without Ja»t cause or provocaAttorneys Post, Diekema, McBride
for several days, and the marshes are tion, notloe is hereby given,that I will not ba
and Visschcr were at the county seat full.
responsible for toy debts contractedby her
Monday, in attendanceat the opening
Rev. Brotherton preached his fare- from and after this date.
Holland, MIcb., Nov. 10. 1S9I.
well
sermon at ourschoolkouse,No. 7, 43-3
ARNOLD VBRHUL8T.
of court.
lastSunday. The service was well atRev. Dr. Steffens left for Chicago teuded. Mr. and Mrs. .1. Flleman of
Tuesday, to take part in the installa- Holland were also present; they came
tion there of Rev. R. Bloemendaal, as down in spite of the rain. Mr. B. re
turns to his old home at Freeport.

Friday.

olil Fifth District has
itself, and now that

..ij

I

f

i

present.

rxctck co

of
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THE SPECIAL FEATURE IN THE

Reduced

r

Mami

trip.
NOTICE.

of Holland, just

w

pastor of the Ref. church.

Mr. and

Sirs.

now,

in

a well selected varie\ of
'
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LAMPS

Pseudonym.

C. Braam,

Furniture Eslabisliniufll
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recently

married, spent part of their honeymoon

with relatives in the city. The
was kindly remembered.

Women are Slow

News

office
C.

De

Pree passed

a

oftatlma to adopt a good

thing, boi

Lansing. He

Men are Quick

will re-

and too* anything that will Mp
Learn a lemon {torn the men, ladiea.
to try

main on duty at the drug store of Dr.

H. Kremers.

GILLETTfS

during the winter.

W. Comors of

RTNCK.
Do not

for many a poor batch of Bread la charged to
the flour,when It really belongs to poor yeast

to visit with his parents in the city

on

Yes,

You Can

Allegan Gazette Mr. and Mrs. E. H.

examine our

stock.

GO.

1

am

Hartford,

MOD udalwayt

ready.

Try the Owl and Moon brand, and
yooneU; at a man would.

Thursday morning,eighty years of age.
She had spent most of her time for the
past two years in this city, with Mrs.
Swift, and made a number of friends.

At your

bell

Grocer’s.

dollars.

There have lately been placed upon
the market several cheap reprints of
an obsolete edition of “Webster's Dictionary.” These books are given various names. “Webster'sUnabridged. ”
“The Great Webster's Dictionary,”

OUR NEIGHBORS.

“Webster's Big Dictionary,”“Webster’s Encyclopedic Dictionary, etc.,

You Like
1 will give

good hay. corn and corn stalks,900 busbUi of
oats, time sets double harness, four new horse
blankets,three slciah robes, one bone rske. one
psir fly net*. bousehoH goods, and other at tides
too numerous to mention.
TERMS OF SALE
Alt aums under $3. cash; on all sums of $3.00

misleading. The Webster
reprint portion of each from A to Z is
the same,— forty four years behind the
times, and printed from plates made
by photographingthe old pages.
The old book has been padded out by
various additions culled from various
sources, but the body is the same that
was published when Folk was presi
dent and duly hurie I at the incoming
of Lincoln. The Webster, current
from Lincoln to Harrison, is the popu
lar copy righted “Unabridged"which
has just been superseded by Wkh
steh's International Dictionary.
See advertisement in another column.
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STEKETEE,

and over, credit will be given till October

for saurkraut. cutting coni oft the col

Post Blork, Eighth and River Streets
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3i>.

1891.

40-

1

Having
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- AND

Rev. J. J. Van V.anten of the Second
church has declined a call from
the church at Grandville.

Pronounced Hopeless, Yet
Saved.
From a letter written by Mrs. Ada
E. Hurd of Groton, S. D., we quote:
“Was taken with a bad cold, which
settledon my Lungs, cough set in and
finally terminated in Consumption.
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JACOB UAAK

We

I

re waiting for You.

County. I am now prepared to
furnishAbstract* to all

of Ottawa

And when you have examined our goods and

Lands and Platted Tracts

Spi'fiiil Fkiirsioii

!

M

ever afterwards.

O N E

5’ SA V
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1)

by obtaining Abstracts liefore loaning money
on purciitthingReal Estate.

Men's and Boys’ Clothing, Gents’ Furnishing

*•* Address at! order- to

mi.

It.

anil II .

im.

R’vx,

the prices at

which they are offered you will be our friend

County on short notice.

Goods

iiitc.

Geo. D. Turner,
Grand Haven, Mich.

NOV. 25

Larger Stock than ever before. Full line of Overcoats, Underwear, and Shirtings. Plush CcipS- latest sryles.

14 ly

Pure & Full Weight.
Tll kiiTS

GOOD FOR TES DBS.

<Cd//&n2r. Wi-Js/ej’

The Goods are beautiful and marked at irresistibleprices.

ALLEN B.WRISLEY’S
!

Call before purchasing elsewhere

We mean

OLD COUNTRY

and you

will J)e satisfied.

business.

SOAP.
(Economical & Popular.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10, 1891.
F >u

and Flymouth.

GEORGE DeHAVEN,
General PaMeoger Agent.

Meyer & Son,

The Season H.
of

Probate Order.
HATE OF MICHIGAN,
COUNTY OY OTTAWA, f
I

At a session of the Probate Court for the CounOttawa, boMen at the Probate Office, in the
City of Grand Haven, In said couaty, on Monlay the Ninth day of November, in tbs
year one ttiousaod eight hundred and ninetyone.
Present, CH VRLE9 E. SOULE. Judge of Pin.

1891

!

Diver Street, Holland. Mich.,
- ^ DEALERS
-f—

ty of

Mte.
In tho matter of the estate of John

J.

deceased,
On reaMng and filing tlm p'tlttonduly verified,
f Fannie Anderson, widow of sa:d deceased,
representing that John J. Anderson, late of the
township ol Hollaed. In said county, lately died
lut state, leaving estate to be administered,
and praying for tbe appointment of Henry Iloerh
administrator thereof.
Thereupon it is Ordered, that Saturday, the
Fifth

Day

Notier&Verschure

And'-r

•on,

A Choice Selection
of

Dry floods, Boots & Shoes,

Hats

Caps,

|

Groceries,

-it eleven o'clockIn

^

R42 3w

Creamery Butter

.

Country produce

,°.f

Judge of Probate.

u

Jich.
o-tf

1ST

Pianos, Organs,

X

AND SEWING MACHINES.
^

OverfinH
te****^

Provisions,

of Desewbcr tint,

tbe forenoon,be assignel for
cbeb-aringof said petition, and that the heirs at
law of said deceased, and all other persons intir
sited in »aid estate, are required t • appear nte
-mnsionof »ai I Court, then to be hoMen at tho
‘Vibate Office in the City of Grand hav«H,;fn

1

*

CLOTUIM HD (JEITS FIRSINHIM,ETC
Four doctors gave me up saying I could
a short time. I gave myself
up to my Saviour, determined if I could
not stay with my friends on earth, I
aaidToun.y^ndshirVcau^. uVny t’e’re
™»Mant!y On bund. '
would meet my absent ones above. My
husband vras advised to get Dr. King’s
t^X^ViboaA1J&
New Discovery for Consumption, petitionergi vs notice to the persons Inter- Hted in always Hccrptableand thpihlghost market
Coughs' and Colds. I gave it a trial, said estate, of the pendencyof s&id |>ctitl'in, end
prlcMjpald.
ihe bearing thereof by (-iniluga o py of th's ortook in all eight bottles;it has cured der to be published In the Hoi, land City Nkws,
me and thankGod 1 am now a well and a newspsper printed and circulatedin said coun
Remember tbe Place:
hearty woman.” Trial bottles free at ty of Ottawa for three successiveweeks previous
to said day of bearing
P. W. Kane’s Drugstore, Hollad, and
(A true copy. Attest.
A. De Kruif, Zeeland; regular sizeCHAB. E SOULE.
EiglithSt., Holland
live but

Ifon. E. P. Ferry, of Utah, was in
the city this week, on a visit to his
brother, ex- Senator T. W. Ferry.
60c ahdn$l .00.
.

Neiv Goo k Constantly Received.

Auctioneers.

Only Set of Abstract Books

RETURN.

Wt

Jtef.

Our Prices will be as Reasonable as Possible.

BOUTER,

and

newspaper writer, will hereafter be
Mr. Bok'e chief associate in the editorial management of The l.yilns Hume
Journal. Mrs. Lanigan has been for
Maj. B. I). Safford and family have years successfully connected with Best Chance of the Season to
newspaper work, and -die U said to he
moved to Detroit.
one of the cleverest women journalists
visit Detroit at Small
A lamp exploded, one evening last iu the country.
Expense,
week, in the residence of John Cook on
Clinton street, but was extinguished The combination of ingredients
without doing much damage.
found in Ayer's Fills renders them
At Spring Lake some miscreant or tonicand curative as well as cathartic.
other delights in poisoning dogs, cows, For this reason they are the best mediCiT Train will htave Holland at 9:56
turkeys and chickens, and rewards are cine for people. of costive habit, as they
i. m.; Grand Rapids at 1:15 p. m., arout for the detection of the guilty par- restore the natural action of the Ihjwriving at Detroit at 6:30 p. in., stopty.
els. without debilitating.
ping at Grand Ledge, Lansing, Howell
Capt. Kirby is carrying on the busi-

Good Looks.
ness of packing fish in ice in good
earnest, and has already stored 15,000
Good looks are more than skin deep,
pounds. The fish when received are depending upon a healthy condition of
already cleaned, thus the only thing all the vital organs. If the Liver be
necessary is to carefully pack them iu inactive,you have a Billions Look, if
ice, which is something or an art to do your stomach be disordered you have
nicely. The fish when received arc a DyspepticLook and if your Kidneys
placed in metal pans and solidly frozen be affected you have a Pinched Look.
together, making a mass as hard as a Secure good health and you will have
stone wall. They are then placed in good looks. Electric Bitters is the
the stock room with their frozen great alternative and Tonic: acts dibrothers, being cross piled one upon rectly on these vital organs. Cures
the other. The stock room is so ar- Pimples,Blotches,Boils and gives a
ranged that a mass of frost coming good complexion.Sold at P. W. Kane
from the ice room above keeps the tem- Holland, and A. De Kruif. Zeeland.
perature at about 20 degrees.

a call.

"The Old Reliable"

TO DETROIT

reach several thousands. The loss is
covered by insurance. The (Ire originated in the cabin, near the stack, but
how, is hard to tell.

Burglars broke into LaFebre

and vicinity to give us

Holland, Midi., Sept., 17, 1891.

K \NTKiis Bto's.

from a successful summer's service, sist the effect of these pei i.icious atoms,
and gone into winter quarters. The no tonic blood- puri tier tquals Ayer's
fire department succeeded iq extinSarsapirilla.
guishing the tlames before they had
reached much headway, although the
Mrs. Frances E. Lanigan. the wife
damage done by fire and water will of George T. Lanigan. the brilliant

Meyer’s store Tuesday night and secured ^2o wortli of shoes and several
other articles.

H.

Abstracts of

w

at

Monday evening tire broke out on
Both air and water abound in miboard the City of Milwaukee, the ele- crobes,or germs of disc:.- . ready to ingant passenger steamer, that only a fect the debilitated syst'in. To impart
few days before had been withdrawn that strength and vigor m-'-essaryto re-

Tuesday evening, while Henry Van
den Berg of Fulton street was at a
neighbor's the alleged ghost that ‘has
annoyed many jjeople recently appeared to his wife as she was going out
the back door, and she was so terribly
frightened that some dish water s|ie
was carrying was dropped and she tell'
over in a faint and was in a semi-unconscious condition when her husband
returned.

Goody, and respectfully invite the Ladies of Holland

1, lft»2

HOLLAND. MICH.
October

for drying, and for many other pur
poses too numerous to mention. Cal.
82-

r

GEORGE

40-2w •!

Combination Slicer for slicing
bread, tomatoes or potatoes, cabbage

a verdict of guilty.

FALL MILLINERY

a

and examine

new

received our

CHRIS. D. 8CH1LLEMAN,

In tin-

Use

We have

:

Mau.v announcements concerning

them are

you a “Jewell” Coffee MIR
Full pariieatanat IM Stan

it

to grind

etc.

The stabbing affray that took place
at Nunica, May 29th, occupied the time
of the court nearly two daws. In this
case Bradley Taylor was charged with
a murderous assault upon Oscar Hunt.
Prosecutor Dauhoff represented the
People and G. A. Farr and W. I. Lillie
the respondent. The jury brought in

The Season,

naneeo, a large quantity oi straw, twenty tons of

She was a bright, cheerful old lady
and will be missed very much by those
who knew her.

The circuit court is in session this
week, with J udge Arnold on the bench.
The criminal calendar is very light.
The Important suit of the city of
Grand Haven vs. The Wiley Water
Works, which was expectedto be tried
at this term, has been put over, much
io the regret of our citizens,who desire to have the legal status of the city
under a certain contract entered into
Vietweeu the two about ten years ago,
.defined.Geo. A. Farr appeared for the
uity and Judge Howell and Geo. W.
McBride for the company.

im,

o'clock». m., the followingproperty, to-

'

Good Coffee.

Grand Haven.

12,

L

would enjov giving you one. It
^ '• (£*
>s not a cheap affair, but a fine family [twoa-yoar oidooits.two’ print ooits.n2e*oows
mill (the Genuine "Jewell ), encased ,(tvo n#w miichi, time e-yoor-oid calves, two
in a handsome natural wood cabinet,
head of
-.L »• l, j„___
1 heap, throe fat bogs, seventy chlckem,two turnwith air-tight drawer, also air- tight Stor- ber wagons (bread tire',one % seated buggy, oae
age compartment,and worth fully three Loeeted bob cutter, one cattsr, one road cart,
top buggy, one bonk sleigh, one 2 beam
sleigh,three plows, five cultivators,'
one new
mowing machine,one reaper, two spring barrows, one broadcast seeder, one fannieg mill,
one corn-sbeller,one bay fork, with appuneI

,ic/x

h ALWAYS

thirsdat, November

frada

living Ihem away (0 pnopte who

with me and

mother of

at

Free! •

Have One

Swift, died very suddenly at

her daughter’s home

UNDERSIGNED WILL BELL AT PDF-

tbo State road batwaao Holland and Zselaud, ou

neighborslast Monday. — Mrs. Hopkins of Holland is the guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Currey this week. — Mrs. F. H.
Carr of Holland was called to Wayland
suddenly on Tuesday by the fatal sickness of her father, Dr. Ball.
Cecilia Hunckley,

!
I
'J'HF.

of Holland were calling on old

Wm.

first

Auction Sale

cottage in the spring.

Mrs.

hasten to make your puchases, but

his regular

commercial tour, invested in a cottage
site at Harrington's Landing, where
he intends to build bim a handsome

Mrs.

new

their

Marshal, while

In the city Wednesday,

Adams

to look over

Chenille and Lace Curtains.

(Am

The Responsibility

Simon Kleyn, after an absence of
two years in Kansas City, Mo., returned Saturday evening, and intends

Aid.

examine them, it will interest you
lines of Parlor and Chamber SeU and

the store,

successful exami-

nation last week before the state board
of pharmacy, at

While you are in

Chase, Sterling and
Braumeler.

•
•

UNtT«D States, Lake Side, and
Farr and * Voltey.

Sewing Machines
WHEELER d- Wilson,

and,

all the

;

Leading Machines
.

in the

market

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS:
Banjos, Guitars, Violins
Music Boxes.
New Sewing Machines from $20 and upwards.

